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Sky-rocketing inflation and other economic woes are buffetin g
every level of society . The blossoms of environmental awareness which
emerged during the last few years have withered a little . The energy
crisis and demands for economic growth threaten to sacrifice many hard -
won victories in the constant struggle to preserve and develop natura l
resources . However, there is no monolithic approach to the dilemma .
Some of us say too much has been done and some of us say that muc h
still remains to be accomplished to protect this small planet .

There is little doubt, however, that problems will continue t o
plague us in the management of water resources and many will grow i n
magnitude in future years . Some policies will have to be changed and
others will have to be created . To examine some of the issues, a
seminar was held during Spring Quarter at Oregon State University .
The weekly presentations were open to faculty, students of all ages ,
and the general public . The papers delivered by speakers from both o n
and off campus are published in this volume to reach a wider audience .
Most of the topics are of sufficient scope to demand further attentio n
in future seminars .

William H . Buckley
Executive Secretary

Corvallis, Orego n
July 1975
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Presented April 3, 1975 by DONEL J . LANE, Chairman, Pacific Northwest River
Basins Commission, Vancouver, Washington .
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I appreciate the opportunity to meet with you to discuss this mos t
timely subject . Water policy issues are being debated currently a t

the local, state and national levels . It is my assignment to discuss some o f
the major issues, recognizing that future seminars this spring will explore i n
much greater detail many of the specific items . In my opinion, the majo r
national water resource policy issue today is : "What should be the role of th e
federal government in water-related activities? "

Before discussing the specific issues being reviewed, I'd like to de -
vote a few minutes developing a brief bit of history, particularly the genesi s
of some of the basic federal policies now under question .

One hundred fifty years ago the Congress of the United States decide d
it was in the national interest to foster and encourage federally-funded navi-
gation projects as a means of providing transportation for persons and commodi-
ties in the inland areas . Because of the absence of other forms of effective .
transportation, including roads, it was decided this type of navigation was i n
the national interest and that the costs incurred in construction and operatio n
and maintenance should be entirely the responsibility of the federal government ,
with the exception that non-federal interests Provide lands, easements, rights-
of-way, and relocations . These navigation activities are under the jurisdic-
tion of the Corps of Engineers .

Another major activity assigned to the Corps of Engineers by th e
Congress was initiated in 1936 by the Flood Control Act of that year, when i t
established a nationwide policy that flood control on navigable waters or thei r
tributaries is in the interest of the general welfare and is, therefore, a
proper activity of the federal government . It provided that the federal gov-
ernment may improve streams or participate in improvements "for flood contro l
purposes if the benefits to whomsoever they may accrue are in excess of th e
estimated costs and if the lives and social security of people are otherwis e
adversely affected ." The 1936 Flood Control Act and subsequent amendments pro-
vided that the costs for construction, providing lands, easements, rights-of-wa y
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and relocations, and operation and maintenance of major reservoirs are 100
percent federal .

Another major policy decision was made by the Congress in 1902 whe n
it enacted the Reclamation Act and created the Bureau of Reclamation for th e
primary purpose of constructing irrigation projects in the western Unite d
States to "develop the West ." The basic Reclamation Act and subsequent amend-
ments provided that the costs of projects assigned to irrigation are interest -
free ; they further provide that the irrigator shall be assessed in accordanc e
with his "ability to pay," and that if the project is determined otherwis e
economically feasible, the irrigation costs over and above the water user' s
ability to pay would be obtained from future power revenues . For example ,
there is legislation that provides for the establishment of a basin account i n
the Pacific Northwest and authority is given to commit up to $30 million a
year of future power revenues to assist in paying irrigation costs of Burea u
of Reclamation projects over and above the irrigator's ability to pay . Prio r
to the enactment of the basin account legislation, irrigation projects wer e
legislatively tied to specific federal projects producing power, even thoug h
in no way physically connected .

NAVIGATION AND POWE R

Major programs of the Department of Agriculture were the direct pro -
ducts of the depression and dust bowl policies, enacted primarily to assis t
the Great plains . Retention dams, erosion control, and other activities wer e
declared to be in the public interest with reimbursement from non-federa l
sources varying on a functional basis .

The federal government, through the Congress, has not yet authorize d
or approved the construction of power projects in the Pacific Northwest . Be-
fore someone calls my attention to the fact that Bonneville, The Dalles, Joh n
Day, McNary, and Grand Coulee and other projects exist and are operating t o
produce electrical energy, I would remind you that those projects constructe d
by the Corps of Engineers were technically navigation projects, with inciden-
tal power benefits, and those projects such as Grand Coulee constructed by th e
Bureau are technically reclamation projects, with incidental power benefits .
It is, however, interesting to note that the cost allocations indicate a
slightly different emphasis . For example, of the costs of McNary Dam, 83 per -
cent are allocated to power and 17 percent are allocated to navigation . At
The Dalles, 84 percent of the costs are allocated to power and 16 percent t o
navigation . Navigation projects with incidental power benefits !

Another major policy issue has to do with water quality . Public Law
92-500, the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, provide s
in Section 101 that it is the goal of the United States to eliminate discharg e
of pollutants into receiving waters by 1985 . It is also interesting to note
that in the same Act, P .L . 92-500, citing the goal of "zero discharge" by 1985 ,
the Congress in Section 315 said, "There is established a National Study Com-
mission, which shall make a full and complete investigation and study of al l
the technological aspects of achieving, and all aspects of the total economic ,
social, and environmental effects of achieving or not achieving, the effluen t
limitations and goals set forth for 1983 . . ." In other words, it would appea r
that the Congress set a discharge goal and then, at the same time, turne d
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around and created a National Study Commission to evaluate the effects of wha t
Congress had already decided to do . The National Study Commission is compose d
of five members of the Senate Public Works Committee, five members of th e
House Public Works Committee, and five members of the public . The Congres s
authorized and appropriated $15 million to undertake this study . The report
of the National Study Commission is scheduled to be submitted the fall of 1975 .

These are only a few of the national policy decisions made by Congres s
which exist today . In 1968 Congress passed Public Law 90-515 creating th e
National Water Commission which was to : (1) review present or anticipate d
national water resource problems, making such projections of water requirement s
as may be necessary and identifying alternative ways of meeting these require-
ments--giving consideration, among other things, to conservation and mor e
efficient use of existing supplies ; increased usability by reduction of pollu-
tion, innovations to encourage the highest economic use of water, interbasi n
transfers, and technological advances including, but not limited to, desalting ,
weather modification, and waste water purification and reuse ; and (2) consider
economic and social consequences of water resource development, including, fo r
example, the impact of water resource development on regional economic growth ,
on institutional arrangements, and on esthetic values affecting the quality o f
life of the American people .

COMMISSION REPORT COMPLETE D

The Commission completed its report in 1973 and recommended sweepin g
changes in existing federal policies . With respect to the inland waterway s
program of the Corps of Engineers, the Commission stated : "Legislation shoul d
be enacted to require non-federal interests to bear an appropriate share o f
the costs of federal inland waterway projects . Such legislation should r e
quire : (a) that carriers and pleasure craft using inland waterways be require d
to pay user charges such that the total collections on all federal waterway s
would be sufficient to cover federal expenditures for operation and mainten-
ance of the entire system . "

In addition, the Commission recommended that "(b) any legislatio n
requiring the payment of waterway user charges should also authorize and di-
rect the federal transportation regulatory agencies to regulate rates for al l
competing modes of transportation in such a way as to encourage the use of th e
waterways for any traffic that could move by that mode at the least economi c
cost to the nation . "

With respect to the national interest in flood control, the Commissio n
recommends flood plain management as the nation's primary future strategy t o
avoid flood loss, the Commission recommended that beneficiaries of federa l
flood control projects be identified and direct costs be assessed against them .
The Commission pointed out the costs of flood control projects such as reser-
voirs, dams and levees to protect flood plains often exceed the costs o f
developing flood-free land .

With respect to reclamation, the Commission concluded that subsidiza-
tion of new irrigation projects is not justified on either social or economi c
grounds . The Commission stated : "Direct beneficiaries of federal irrigatio n
developments should, therefore, be compelled to pay in full the costs o f
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projects allocated . to irrigation in conformity to the general principle of
full-cost repayment proposed for other water development projects ." The Com-
mission further states that if full repayment of irrigation costs is require d
of benefited irrigators, no reason is perceived for subjecting them to a n
acreage limitation . No subsidy has been conferred and no windfall gains wil l
be obtained .

The Commission further recommended changing roles of constructio n
agencies .

The Commission recognized that acceptance of it s , recommendations o n
economic and environmental evaluations of water resources programs would lea d
to reduction in construction work by the Soil Conservation Service, th e
Bureau of Reclamation and the Corps of Engineers . ' It is convinced that main -
tenance of'three separate design and construction agencies for water project s
is wasteful of federal resources .

Many projects, moreover, are on a scale that could be most efficient-
ly designed and constructed at the local level . Accordingly, the Commissio n
recommends that Public Law 566, the Watershed Protection and Flood Preventio n
Act of 1954, be amended to eliminate the performance of engineering function s
of the Agriculture Department under that Act . Also, the Bureau of Reclamatio n
should be transformed over time from a construction agency to a management
agency . The Bureau should finish construction of projects now under way, bu t
it should begin to de-emphasize its design and construction operations, and
place priority emphasis on its water management mission, emphasizing its knowl-
edge and technical skills in making more efficient use of existing wate r
supplies .

The Corps of Engineers should continue to design, construct, operate ,
and maintain major navigation, flood control, and hydropower projects that ar e
beyond the capacity of non-federal interests to manage . Construction and
operation of municipal water supply and wastewater systems should be a loca l
responsibility and the Corps should not be involved . The Corps should place
greater emphasis on water management techniques and on non-structural method s
of reducing flood hazards and damages .

WATER QUALITY

With respect to water quality, the Commission said, "The 4ation' s
water pollution control policy should be based on the principles tat (1) water
is polluted when its quality has been altered by the activities of man to suc h
a degree that reasonable present and prospective uses as designated by publi c
authorities are impaired, and that (2) the objective of pollution contro l
should be to protect the designated uses . The 1972 Act should be evised t o
restore these policies . "

With respect to the "zero discharge" goal, the Commission 1 noted " Th e
Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments of 1972, while making landmar k
improvements in the nation's attack on water pollution, have made a fundamenta l
error in establishing as a national goal the elimination of all pollutant dis-
charges into national bodies of water by 1985 . This " zero discharge" polic y
has strong emotional appeal, but in the Commission's judgment is an impractical



and unattainable goal . Striving to achieve it will involve exorbitant costs ,
confusion in planning, misallocation of resources, and will risk public dis-
illusionment with the entire national effort to protect the environment .

The Commission further estimated that to control the last one percen t
of water pollution would be double the cost of eliminating the first 99 per -
cent . The Commission's estimate as of 1973 of the cost requirement of the bes t
available technology application by 1983 was estimated to be $467 billion .
They point out that this is about #200 billion more than the entire federa l
budget proposed for Fiscal Year 1974, including national defense .

Four of the seven members of the National Water Commission who signe d
its report are not exactly foreign to the interests and values of the peopl e
of the Pacific Northwest . One is an attorney from Kalispell, Montana, wh o
served his state as a representative on the old Columbia Interstate Compac t
Commission, and later as Montana's representative to the Pacific Northwes t
River Basins Commission . Another is an attorney from Seattle, who was chair -
man of the very successful "Forward Thrust" program carried on recently i n
that city . A third Commission member is a former wholesale farm equipment an d
construction equipment dealer in Portland, who has served Oregon as its Secre-
tary of State . The fourth member was formerly an attorney in Walla Walla ,
former Administrator of Bonneville Power Administration, former Under Secre-
tary of the Department of the Interior, and now Chairman of the Board of th e
largest private utility in the United States . In other words, four of the
seven are our kind of people . We've seen what they recommended with respec t
to water policies .

WATER RESOURCES COUNCI L

Another approach to the aforementioned and other policy decisions ha s
to do with the duties and responsibilities of the Water Resources Council .
The Council, created by Public Law 89-80, the Water Resources Plan Act of 1965 ,
has among its responsibilities the task to "establish principles, standard s
and procedures for federal participants in the preparation of comprehensiv e
regional or river basin plans and for the formulation and evaluation of futur e
water and related land resources projects ." The Council has prepared a docu-
ment entitled "Principles and Standards" under the authority of the aforemen-
tioned responsibility . This document was approved by the President on Augus t
3, 1973 .

Prior to that date, in Section 209 of the 1970 Rivers and Harbor s
Flood Control Act, Congress has stated planning should be directed toward s
meeting four objectives : National Economic Development, Environmental Quality ,
Regional Development, and Well-being of People . The Principles and Standard s
developed by the Water Resources Council stated that there shall be two objec-
tives in federal planning ; namely, national economic development and environ-
mental quality, and that regional development and the well-being of peopl e
shall be accounts utilized in the evaluation process . The Principles and
Standards call for a discount rate in the evaluation of projects nearly doubl e
the discount rate utilized until fairly recently .

Congress reacted in Public Law 93-251, the Water Resources Developmen t
Act of 1974, when in Section 80 of that Act Congress stated : "The President
shall make a full and complete investigation and study of principles an d
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standards for planning and evaluating water and related resources projects . "
President Gerald R . Ford, by letter to Chairman Rogers C . B . Morton of Septem-
ber 23, 1974, assigned responsibility for conducting this study to the Wate r
Resources Council .

The study will investigate three major policy areas as specified i n
Section 80(c) of the Act . These are : (1) consideration of enhancing regiona l
economic development, the quality of the total environment including its pro-
tection and improvement, the well-being of the people of the United States ,
and the national economic development, as objectives to be included in federally -
financed water and related resources projects and in the evaluation of costs an d
benefits attributable to such projects ; (2) the interest rate formula to be
used in evaluating and discounting future benefits for such projects ; and (3 )
appropriate federal and non-federal cost sharing for such projects . Other
issues identified during the course of the study also may be investigated a s
directed by the Water Resources Council of Members (COM) .

SUMMARIZE CURRENT SITUATIO N

The first step in the investigation will be to summarize the curren t
situation in federal and federally-assisted water resources programs . Second ,
policy options in each of the three study issues areas will be developed an d
analyzed to identify their impacts on water resources projects . Third, th e
policy options will be combined and evaluated as "policy option packages " fo r
appropriate water resources programs . A policy option package is a combinatio n
of (1) a set of planning objectives, (2) a discount rate and (3) a cos t

sharing policy . Evaluation of a policy option package will include the impacts
expected to result from each policy option package on both water resources pro-
jects and functional program areas . Fourth, preliminary conclusions, based on
the information and analyses contained in the study, will be presented to high -
light the major alternative options for planning, evaluating and cost sharin g
water and related resources projects and programs .

The basic issues to me are those raised by the comparison of existin g
policies and the policy recommendations of the National Water Commission an d
the questions raised by Congress in its direction for a review of the Princi-
ples and Standards . The question is whether the federal government encourage s
or discourages water development and federal interest in water resources acti-
vities . If the answer is to encourage, the procedures for government sub-
sidies, lower discount rate and minimum cost-sharing by non-federal interest s
should be developed . Conversely, if the answer is to discourage federal acti-
vities in these areas, the discount rates should remain high, cost-sharin g
requirements should be strict, and evaluation techniques should be rigid .

BONNEVILLE POWER ADMINISTRATIO N

Another policy issue of interest to those of us in the Pacific North -
west is the question of what should be the role of the Bonneville Power Admin-
istration . The Bonneville Power Administration was established on August 20 ,
1937, to market the power produced by Corps of Engineers' "navigation " or
Bureau of Reclamation "irrigation" projects . , Its basic purpose was to sel l
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the electrical energy produced from the aforementioned projects for the pur-
pose of developing revenue to repay the federal treasury for the costs alloca-
ted to power . The major question in the first few years of Bonneville ' s exis-
tence was where and how to find markets to utilize the amount of electrica l
energy being produced .

This, over the last 40 years, has changed to the question of, "Where
can we get the electrical energy to meet our requirements? " The statutory
responsibility of BPA remains basically the same today as it was when it wa s
first created . Bonneville is currently reviewing its role and posing ques-
tions such as, "How active should BPA be in attempting to meet the electrica l
energy requirements of the Pacific Northwest?" "Should Bonneville have th e
authority to construct and operate projects utilizing some kind of a revenu e
bond system approach such as the Tennessee Valley Authority? " Or, "Should BPA
remain the sales agent for power produced from other federal sources? "

The foregoing by no means represents any type of suggestion that i t
includes all of the national water resources policy issues . It is merely a
suggestion of some of the major ones currently facing the nation .

Another major policy issue of a regional nature is the question o f
how should the Columbia River be operated and how should its waters be alloca-
ted between uses? The Corps of Engineers is in the midst of a major investi-
gation entitled "Columbia River and Tributaries Study" in an attempt to find
the answers . It has already been determined that incompatibilities of us e
exist . Optimization of the peaking capacities of existing hydropower produc-
tion has detrimental effects on some of the other uses of the river . During
certain periods of time there are insufficient flows in the Columbia to mee t
both the hydropower and fisheries requirements .

MINIMUM FLOWS NEEDE D

The State of Washington , is currently considering the establishment o f
minimum flows on the Snake River and ultimately to establish minimum flows o n
the Columbia . According to available information the proposed minimum flow s
being considered by the State of Washington would have a detrimental effect o n
the production of hydropower .

At present there is no organization that would represent both th e
state and federal interests, with authority to resolve these types of issues .
Some consideration is being given to the-possibility of an interstate compac t
with authority to reach decisions on these types of policy issues . The auth-
ority for the states and the federal government to negotiate such a compac t
already exists . A federal compact chairman has been appointed . The next ste p
would be up to the states to decide to enter into negotiations .

Bringing policy issues closer to home is the role of the State o f
Oregon in water, particularly as related to production of energy . This sub-
ject is currently being addressed by the Oregon Legislature . At the presen t
time, if you desire to construct a hydroelectric project in or adjacent to th e
State of Oregon, you apply to the State Engineer . If your application exceed s
100 theoretical horsepower, you are referred to the State Water Resource s
Board for review under its policies, and a decision, based upon the publi c
interest, on whether the project should or should not be built .
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The Board has authority to establish some operational limitations o n
the project, such as provision for minimum flows for aquatic life, etc . The
Board then transfers the application back to the State Engineer for review a s
to the safety and economic feasibility of the project and issuance of a license .
The project application must also be submitted to the Federal Power Commission ,
and in both the state and federal procedures, formal hearings are held, etc .
In addition to these procedures, separate evaluation as to the impact on fish-
eries are made by the Wildlife Commission and the Fish Commission of Oregon ;
and a permit is also required from the Department of Environmental Qualit y

with respect to areas under its jurisdiction .

If you desire to build a thermal plant, either nuclear or fossil fuel ,

your application is submitted to the thermal & Nuclear Energy Council of th e
State of Oregon for review and issuance of a permit, again subject to the re -
view of the Department of Environmental Quality and other state agencies .

If you desire to develop geothermal energy, your application is sub-
mitted to the State Department of Geology and Mineral Industries . That is ,
providing your intention is to secure hot water from a well . If your inten t
is to drill a well and secure cool water for cooling or other purposes, yo u

would submit your application to the State Engineer .

If you desire to engage in cloud-seeding or other forms of weathe r

modification, you submit your application for a permit to the State Departmen t

of Agriculture . In the meantime, if you are representing private utilities ,

the whole rate and return process must be approved by the Public Utilitie s

Commission .

I would remind you that none of the foregoing reviews, permits, o r

licenses creates a single kilowatt of electrical energy !

Recently, in 1973, electrical energy became scarce because of insuf-
ficient flows in the Columbia River, and my question is : "Which one of th e

aforementioned agencies handled the problem of scarcity?" The answer, o f

course, is none of them . The Governor's office assumed responsibility, issue d
an Executive Order for the curtailment of outdoor display lighting and becam e
involved in the allocation of energy to meet critical needs .

My suggestion is that if the State of Oregon is going to either en -
courage the development of energy resources or develop procedures to meet wit h

energy shortages, a review of some of the aforementioned responsibilitie s
might be in order .
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Presented April 10, 1975, by LAWRENCE E . WILKINSON, Consulting Engineer, Salem ,
Oregon .

Vatee/t Refabieffteael &tel9f

The Western states of the United States are being depended upon t o
supply a greater share of the energy consumed by the nation . Thi s

is due to the fact that abundant energy resources exist in the West, particu-
larly, low-sulfur coal .

Utilization of these energy resources requires new water demands i n
the West - even if it is just drinking water for the new labor camps . Larg e
water uses such as needed for coal-slurry pipelines, cooling towers, conden-
sors, land reclamation, dust control, etc ., threaten to require upwards of two
million acre-feet annually by 1990 .

Most parts of the West are without a surplus of water . Therefore, a
new use for the existing water often displaces an existing demand such a s
irrigation farming, cattle ranching, etc . Although minor adjustments may b e
tolerable, the present trend would seem to indicate the potential for seriou s
conflicts in the Rocky Mountain region by the mid-80's .

The struggle for water rights in the Rockies has already begun . Th e
outcome is far from predictable at this moment . This paper is intended t o
provide consumption rates for various energy producing industries using exis-
ting technology . Also presented are some relationships between the value o f
water to various energy industries and to the agricultural industry which ,
until now, has been the dominant industry in the West .

Energy Growth Demands

Industrialized nations with adequate financial resources have foun d
that they can best remain competitive in the international marketplace by
harnessing energy resources and automating production . Since the beginning
of this century the United States has been in a growth economy - utilizin g
coal, oil, natural gas and now nuclear power at steadily increasing rates .
In fact, on an exponential rate . With the growth in energy resources, the
gross national production has grown to nearly $1 trillion per year .

Economic readjustments and environmental awareness have tripped u p
the growth of energy resources to where we are presently witnessing a stagna-
tion of growth in both energy demands and the gross national product . Wherea s
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the stagnation may be tem porary, the growth rate that will follow will mos t
likely be far less than the growth rates of the 50's and the 60's .

For the exercise that follows we must be able to predict both :

- what kind of energy resources will be developed ,

- at what rate will each resource be developed .

Economic gymnastics were performed by the Federal•Power Commissio n
in 1965 and again in 1970 to predict what the energy mix would be for th e
nation ' s electrical power industry . In these gymnastics it was assumed tha t
coal, oil, natural gas and uranium could all be available in unlimited quan-
tities and that the price of each would vary from region to region, but onl y
by a few cents per million BTU's . Table 1 is a chart published by the FP C
only five years ago . Note how the cost is essentially 30 cents per millio n
BTU's for each energy form .

What is it now? Oil at $12/barrel is equivalent to $2 per millio n
BTU's . Natural gas is passing $1 per million BTU's and is on its way to $1 .5 0
in the near future . Coal and uranium are each cheaper than oil, but have yo u
checked the availability for either lately ?

You talk about history being a dead subject! History is alive and
well and is leaving its tracks all around us .

With the wild gyrations in energy costs, we are witnessing change s
more abruptly than at any time since the beginning of this century . The ba n
on new natural gas connections for new construction would not have happene d
if industry had not dropped high priced oil . Potential bans on nuclear plant s
has forced utilities to give coal a hard look . What we have seen recently i s
not decisions by economics but instead decisions based on availability .

To face the question before us today we must look beyond the short -
sighted predictions of the FPC and the wild scramble for energy that surround s
us today . We must reassess our potential energy resources and predict wha t
the choices will be of the American consumer .

Form and Locations of Energy Growth

The American consumer is a predictable soul . He seeks leisure time
and avoids messy tasks around his house . At work, he is more clever on ho w
to accomplish messy tasks and is measured more on his economic judgment .

This individual will then opt first for electrical energy and natura l
gas at home and residual oil or coal at work . If he lives in a region i n
which his choice domestic fuel is not available he may select oil, but thi s
choice is becoming statistically insignificant . At work his ingenuity ma y
lead him to burning solid waste or other low-cost fuel .

Remembering that the cost of natural gas is rising rapidly and tha t
the cost of oil is already "out-of-sight", what does this tell us about thi s
individual? Electrical energy looks better at home and coal, solid waste, an d
electricity look better at work . But isn't the cost of electricity going up ?
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TABLE 1
Delivered Fuel Cost for Electric Utility Generation, Selected States, 1951-1966

(Cents per million BTU]

Arizona

	

California

	

Nevada

	

Oregon 2

Year

	

Gas

	

Oil

	

Coal

	

Total

	

Glue

	

Oil

	

Total

	

Gas

	

Oil

	

Total

	

Gals

	

Oil

	

Tota l

1951	 16. 8

	

73 . 6

	

17.3

	

20. 7

	

26.7

	

23.7

	

109. 0

	

100.0	 34 . 8

	

14. 9

17.6

	

63 .5

	

16. 7

	

23. 1

	

27.8

	

25. 2	 111. 0

	

111 .0

	

32. 7

	

22. 4

1953_	 21 .9

	

70.6	 22.2

	

23 .9

	

28.6

	

26. 0

	

112.0

	

112 .0

	

35 .6

	

19. 2

1954	 21 .8

	

70 .6	 22.0

	

24 .1

	

28.3

	

25. 1

	

. .	 . .-

	

119.5

	

119 .5	 39 .0

	

13. 5

1955	 24.6

	

72 .0	 24. 6

	

25 .6

	

27.9

	

26. 5

	

38 . 1

	

68. 4

	

56.3

	

25. 5

	

27 .8

	

26. 3

1956	 24.6

	

65.6	 24. 1

	

26. 1

	

34 . 1

	

29. 7

	

32 . 2

	

55.6

	

32 . 7

	

40. 1

	

22. 5

1957	 25. 1

	

76.9	 -

	

24.6

	

27 .3

	

40. 6

	

33.0

	

32 .1

	

67. 2

	

32 . 2

	

34. 4

	

48. 8

	

23 . 0

1958	 N .A.

	

N.A	 N.A .

	

31 .8

	

N .A .

	

N .A .

	

N .A .

	

N.A .

	

N.A .

	

N.A .

	

N .A .

	

N.A .

1959	 28.9

	

75 .4	 28.9

	

32.4

	

33.0

	

32.6

	

37. 1

	

137.0

	

37 .2

	

35.9

	

42.0

	

18. 8

1960	 31.6

	

40.5	 31.7

	

33.3

	

32.2

	

33.0

	

38. 3

	

85. 3

	

38. 4

	

35. 9

	

45. 7

	

17 . 4

1961	 33.2

	

53 .8	 33.3

	

35.0

	

32.8

	

34.5

	

39.8

	

70.6

	

40.1

	

35.9

	

46 .7

	

20. 7

1962	 33.2

	

41 .9

	

22 .8

	

32.3

	

34 .8

	

33.3

	

34.5

	

39 .9

	

71 .9

	

40.3

	

36.0

	

39 .5

	

21 . 2

1963	 31 .4

	

36 .1

	

17. 4

	

29. 6

	

33 . 5

	

32. 6

	

33.4

	

38 . 6

	

70. 9

	

39 . 7

	

35.9

	

38 . 7

	

23 . 8

1964	 30. 1

	

38.5

	

14 . 8

	

27. 7

	

32 . 2

	

30. 8

	

37.0

	

37.3

	

72.3

	

38 . 0

	

43. 9	 43. 9

1965	 30. 1

	

57 . 2

	

15. 1

	

27. 5

	

31 . 7

	

32. 6

	

31 .

	

37 . 7

	

63. 5

	

86 .4

	

35.9

	

39 .1

	

28. 2

1966	 30.1

	

57.6

	

15 . 7

	

27. 8

	

31. 6

	

32 .2

	

31 . 7

	

37. 3

	

70. 4

	

35. 4

	

36. 0

	

38. 1

	

25. 5

Utah

	

Colorado

	

New Mexic o

Gas

	

Oil

	

Coal

	

Total

	

Gas

	

Oil

	

Coal

	

Total

	

Gas

	

Oil

	

Coal

	

Tota l

1951	 33. 3

	

26. 4

	

28. 1

	

14.0

	

36. 8

	

22. 0

	

17. 6

	

18 . 4

	

37. 3

	

26. 6

	

18. 9

1952	 26.9

	

26. 0

	

26. 4

	

14.2

	

37. 3

	

23. 4

	

17. 3

	

18 . 5

	

44 . 6

	

28. 2_

	

18. 9

1953	 22 . 7

	

26.0

	

25. 2

	

25 . 4

	

15. 8

	

37. 6

	

23 . 8

	

18. 2

	

18 . 8

	

70 . 0

	

29. 0

	

19 . 2

1954	 23 .8

	

23 .6

	

24.0

	

23 .9

	

19. 4

	

32. 4

	

23 .8

	

20. 7

	

18. 6

	

45. 4

	

30. 2

	

18 . 7

1955	 22 .7

	

24 . 6

	

21 . 3

	

22 .6

	

20. 2

	

32. 7

	

24 . 5

	

21 . 3

	

18 . 3

	

41 . 0	 18 . 4
1956	 22 .9

	

26 .0

	

21 .8

	

23.3

	

20.1

	

34.9

	

2_5.8

	

22.2

	

19.3

	

51 .9	 19. 5
1957	 24 .2

	

25.8

	

21.2

	

23 .7

	

20.0

	

39 .2

	

2_6.8

	

21.9

	

20.5

	

40.2	 20. 6

1958	 N.A .

	

N .A .

	

N .A .

	

NA .

	

N .A .

	

N.A .

	

N .A .

	

N.A .

	

N .A .

	

N .A .

	

N .A .

	

N .A .

1959	 25 .4

	

23 .8

	

21 .2

	

23.0

	

22.3

	

37 .7

	

26. 2

	

23.9

	

22 1

	

42_.8	 22. 1

1960	 26 .9

	

24.4

	

21.6

	

23.5

	

22.9

	

41.3

	

24.6

	

23 .5

	

23.5

	

34 .8	 2_3. 6

1961	 26 .6

	

25 .1

	

21.4

	

23 .6

	

21 .7

	

36.2

	

22.7

	

22.3

	

23 .6

	

35 .7

	

23 . 8

1962	 26.6	 21.8

	

23 .3

	

22.2	 2_3.5

	

23 .0

	

224 .1

	

35 .2	 24 . 2
1963	 26. 6

	

24 . 9

	

22. 1

	

23 . 9

	

22. 1

	

45. 6

	

23. 4

	

27 . 9

	

23.4

	

25 . 3

	

16. 4

	

21 . 3

1964	 ____	 26.5

	

24 .9

	

22.3

	

24 .0

	

21 .9

	

37.7

	

23 .4

	

2_7.8

	

23 .4

	

25.2

	

14 .8

	

19 . 3

1965	 26.4

	

25.0

	

22.3

	

24 .2

	

22.0

	

44.9

	

23.5

	

22.9

	

23 .2

	

24.4

	

15.1

	

19 . 0

1966	 26.2

	

24 .9

	

22.6

	

24 .3

	

22.1

	

47.7

	

23.2

	

22.9

	

22_ .5

	

25 .7

	

15.7

	

19. 4

Pacific Coast Region'

	

Rocky Mountain Region 3

	

United State s
Year

	

Gas

	

Oil

	

Total

	

Gas

	

Oil

	

Coal

	

Total

	

Gas

	

Oil

	

Coal

	

Total

1951	 20.7

	

26 .7

	

23.4

	

16 .4

	

38.0

	

24.2

	

18.8

	

13 .9

	

33 .4

	

26.8

	

24 . 8
1952	 23. 1

	

28 .6

	

25.3

	

16 . 5

	

26.6

	

24 . 7

	

18. 8

	

15. 2

	

33 . 9

	

27.2

	

25. 0

1953	 73.9

	

28 .7

	

25.9

	

18. 5

	

24. 7

	

24 . 5

	

20. 3

	

16. 7

	

32. 5

	

27.2

	

25. 2

1954	 24. 1

	

28 .3

	

24. 9

	

20 .5

	

25. 8

	

23 .9

	

21 . 2

	

17 .9

	

33 . 4

	

25.9

	

24. 4
1955	 25.6

	

77 .9

	

26.3

	

21.5

	

26.5

	

-22.9

	

21 .6

	

18.7

	

33 .5

	

25.0

	

24 . 3
1956 _	 _ _

	

26.1

	

34 .1

	

29.6

	

22 .3

	

28.4

	

23.3

	

22.4

	

18 .9

	

38. 5

	

26.2

	

25 . 4

1957	 27.3

	

40.6

	

32.6

	

22 .3

	

27A

	

2_4 .0

	

2_2.4

	

70.2

	

44 .2

	

2_7.6

	

27 . 1

1958	 31 . 8

	

39 .9

	

34. 2

	

23 . 2

	

25. 1

	

N .A

	

23 . 1

	

2_1 .6

	

39 . 4

	

27. 2

	

2_6. 8
1959	 32 .4

	

33 .1

	

32 .5

	

25 .7

	

24.2

	

23 .2

	

24 .5

	

2_3.2

	

35 .1

	

226.1

	

2_6. 1

1960	 33 .3

	

32.3

	

32.9

	

27.9

	

25. 6

	

23 . 1

	

25 . 7

	

24 . 4

	

34 .4

	

26. 0

	

26. 2_

1961_	 35 .0

	

32.8

	

34 .4

	

28.7

	

26.5

	

22 .0

	

25.9

	

26. 2_

	

35 .2

	

25.9

	

26 . 7

1962_-	 34 .8

	

33.3

	

34 . 5

	

27. 5

	

.

	

22. 1

	

25. 8

	

2_6.3

	

34.5

	

25.6

	

26 . 4
1963_	 33.5

	

32 .6

	

33.4

	

29.3

	

26 .2

	

22.7

	

26 .1

	

25.4

	

33 .3

	

25.0

	

25. 7
1964	 32.2

	

30.8

	

32 .0

	

2_&2

	

25.7

	

22,8

	

25.2

	

25.3

	

32.7

	

2_4.5

	

25 . 3
1965	 31 . 7

	

32.6

	

31 .8

	

26. 1

	

25. 5

	

22 . 7

	

25. 1

	

24.9

	

33 .3

	

24. 4

	

2_5 . 2

1966	 31 . 6

	

32. 2

	

31. 7

	

26. 1

	

26. 3

	

22. 9

	

25. 2

	

25. 0

	

32. 9

	

24. 6

	

25. 4

N.A . Not available .
'Includes cob wood fuel .

2 California, Oregon, Washington .
x Arizona, Colorado, Nevada, New Mexico, Utah .

Data Source : Tables 35, 37 and 39 and Edison Electric Institute, Statistical Yearbook of the Electric Utility Industry .
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It certainly is, but it won't quadruple overnight like oil did . It won't dis-
appear like natural gas appears to be doing . And it is a lot safer an d
cleaner than either solid waste or coal .

To move ahead quickly let me propose a scenario to you for about 1985 .

The third world members still have a tight .grip on the bul k
of the world's oil resources and are continuing to enjoy th e
industrialization that their cartel has permitted them t o
foster . The second Alaska pipeline is in but we stil l
haven't learned to conserve gasoline so the price is stil l
high for our domestic oil supplies .

. It has become uneconomic to drill anymore for'natural ga s
in the lower 48 states and the gas utilities have begu n
building half billion dollar goal gasification plants . Th e
price of natural gas has . finally discouraged its use . Some
'industries have dropped natural gas as a cheap fuel an d
relieved the demand which is quickly picked up by the .
residential users .

The legislators have finally put the strip mine legislatio n
into a workable form and coal is available in unlimite d
supplies for an energy hungry nation . The cost of shipping
the coal and the controls on burning the coal, however ,
make its cost equal to that of nuclear power .

The nuclear plants that were started in 1975 have just com e
"on-line" : The plants that were built in the same era as
the Trojan plant are now operating 80 percent of the tim e
and the transportation of spent fuel has become a routin e
matter .

The American consumer is seeing more of his paycheck go t o
the energy merchants and has become a careful buyer . He
buys less oil, plans on less natural gas, still dislike s
the idea of shoveling coal, and is using 50 percent mor e
electricity than he did in 1975 .

The American businessman still avoids oil except when h e
must use it, is using less natural gas, and is burnin g
solid waste and coal, and is also using 50 percent mor e
electrical power than he did in 1975 .

What then does this scenario tell us about the energy industries tha t
are being built using no water resources in the West ?

This is no longer a scenario, but some actual plans and in some case s
are already under construction with operational dates before 1990 . See Tabl e
2 .
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Table 2

Planned Energy Stations in the West for 199 0

Coal Gasification Coal Slurry

	

Steam-Electri c
Plants

	

Pipelines

	

Nuclear Coal* Geothermal

Arizona

California

Colorado

Idaho

Montana

Nevada

New Mexico

Oregon

Utah

Washington

Wyoming
18

	

38

	

89

	

7

Aconsidered as an average capacity of 500 MW .

Hard to believe? The only one that is very questionable is the geo-
thermal column . There will probably be geothermal development in each of the '
states listed but there has been no way to quantify the production capacity .
Coal gasification plants are now being built in New Mexico . Wells for the
coal-slurry pipeline in the Powder River Basin are being drilled . Twenty-two
nuclear plants are scheduled to be on-line in the West by 1984 . Table 3 gives
you a list of over 60 coal fired plants to be operational by 1982 . Note tha t
only one is in Oregon, and that most are in the Rocky Mountain states .
Placing generation facilities near the fuel source is a common situation wit h
coal-fired plants . The same limitation does not prevail with nuclear plants .

The coal fields of the West are displayed in Figure 1 . You can be
thankful that Oregon is lacking in this dirty fuel . For those of you from th e
Rocky Mountain states, you should take a course on air-quality before you hea d
back home . The regulatory agencies in the Rocky Mountain states will b e
building up their staffs about 1978, if not sooner .

	

4

	

10

	

16

	

11

	

1

	

2

	

12

	

1

	

4 '

	

2

	

5

	

1

	

5

	

1

1

	

16

4

	

1 6

16
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TABLE 3

COAL-FIRED POWER PLANTS SCHEDULED FOR WSWC MEMBER STATE S

As Identified Summer 197 4

Operational Site Name
Rating mw

(Net electric)

	

Location

Dec. 1972 All existing to Dec . 31, 1972 9,110

	

West
Jan. 1973 1 Mohave No. 2 60 (rerate) Nevada
Sept . 1973 2 San Juan No. 2** 330

	

New Mexico
Jan. 1974 1 Mohave No. 1 30 (rerate) Nevada
Jan. 1974 1 Mohave No. 2 30(rerate) Nevada
Jan. 1974 3 Comanche No . 1 350 Colorado
May 1974 4 Navajo No. 1 750 Arizon a
June 1974 5 Jim Bridger No . 1 550 Wyoming
June 1974 6 Huntington Canyon No. 2 430 Utah
May 1975 4 Navajo No. 2 750 Arizon a
June 1975 7 R. Gardner No . 3 117 Nevada
July 1975 8 Colstrip No. 1 330 Montana
Sept. 1975 5 Jim Bridger No . 2 500 Wyoming
Jan. 1976 3 Comanche No . 2 350 Colorado
April 1976 9 Hayden No . 2 250 Colorado
May 1976 4 Navajo No. 3 750 Arizona
July 1976 8 Colstrip No. 2 330 Montana
Sept. 1976 5 Jim Bridger No. 3 500 Wyomin g
Dec. 1976 2 San Juan No . 1" 340 New Mexico
May 1977 10 Wyodak =* 330 Wyoming
June 1977 11 Cholla No. 2 250 Arizona
June 1977 6 Huntington Canyon No. 1 430 Utah
Oct .

	

1977 12 City of Colorado Springs 180 Colorado
April 1978 * Public Service of Colorado 500 Colorado
April 1978 9 Craig No. 1 350 Colorado
May 1978 Arizona Station No . 1 350 Arizona
June 1978 10 Cholla No. 3 250 Arizona
June1978 2 San Juan No. 3** 500 New Mexico
June 1978 13 Arrow Canyon No. 1 500 Nevada
Sept. 1978 14 Boardman Fossil 600 Oregona
April 1979 * Public Service of Colorado 500 Colorado
April 1979 9 Craig No . 2 350 Colorado
May 1979 Arizona Station No . 2 350 Arizona
June 1979 * Cholla No. 4 350 Arizona
June 1979 13 Arrow Canyon No. 2 500 Nevada
June 1979 15 Emery No. 1 530 Utah
July 1979 8 Colstrip No. 4 700 Montana
April 1980 16 Idaho Power Co . 500 Idaho
June 1980 17 Kaiparowits No . 1 1,000 Utah
June 1980 13 Arrow Canyon No. 3 500 Nevada
June 1980 2 San Juan No. 4** 500 New Mexico
July 1980 8 Colstrip No. 3 700 Montana
Oct . 1980 12 City of Colorado Springs 200 Colorado
April 1981 16 Idaho Power Co . 500 Idaho
April 1981 * Public Service of Colorado 500 Colorado
June 1981 13 Arrow Canyon No. 4 500 Nevada
June 1981 17 Kaiparowits No . 2 1,000 Utah
May 1982 * Arizona Station No . 3 350 Arizona
June 1982 17 Kaiparowits No . 3 1,000 Utah

Total since Dec., 1972 21,517mw

Total 30,627mw

*Unassigne d
**It is anticipated that some dry cooling will be used at these sites .
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Figure 1

LEGEN D

Bituminous Coal

Sub-bituminous Coa l

Lignite Coa l

Coal Fields in WSWC Member State s
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Water Demands for Various Energy System s

As your notice of this seminar implied --- "where there's smoke an d
power generation there must be a water demand" . And since the West will b e
hosting a variety of energy sources let's look at the water demands for each .

Table 4 contains some numbers that you may want to preserve . The
basic source of the numbers is from Davis and Wood of the U .S .G .S . (Circula r
#703, 1974), "Water Demands for Expanding Energy Development ." The numbers
have been through a grist mill known as the Western States Water Council s o
I ' m not sure how close they are to Davis and Woods numbers but you can con-
sider them now as "commonly accepted" .

Starting at the bottom -

-it is easy to accept that revegetation efforts woul d
require varying amounts of water depending on climat e
and soil type .

-a coal slurry pipeline running at , 25 cubic feet/second
can carry 25 million tons of coal in a slurry form . I t
can also drain a 20,000 acre reservoir in one year .
The pipe mould probbbly be three or four feet in dia-
meter .

-coal liquefaction is a high temperature, high pressur e

system . To develop either, takes steam, cooling water ,
etc . It is however a fairly efficient operation with
respect to water .

-coal gasification is generally a somewhat less effi-
cient operation with respect to water use, but not e
the spread . The 45,000 acre-ft number is based o n
readily available, low-cost water . When water is scarc e
plants can be designed to get by with 10,000 acre-ft/yr .

-oil shale recovery plants likewise have a spread . I n
this case, however, the spread varies because of th e
concepts available for recovery oil from shale . It i s
interesting to note that with oil shale, some water i s
used for compaction of the spent shale and some is fo r
domestic use in the labor camps near the shale fields . .
Obviously the same quality water is not needed for al l
applications within the same complex .

-not only do synthetic fuels require water but th e
drilling and recovery of crude oil and natural gas re -
quire water .

-the long heralded geothermal energy, if converted t o
electricity through the Rankine cycle, requires wate r
for the condenser . Since most geothermal steam is no t
as hot as steam in a coal-fired plant, it requires mor e
condenser water for the same megawatt rating . Unfortunatel y

16



Table 4

Commonly Accepted Water Consumption Rates

for Various Energy Production System s

Water Needs

17,000 acre-ft/yr/1000mw unit
12,000 acre-ft/yr/1000mw uni t
4,000 acre-ft/yr/1000mw unit
2,000 acre-ft/yr/1000mw unit

15,000 acre-ft/yr/1000mw unit
10,000 acre-ft/yr/1000mw unit
3,600 acre-ft/yr/1000mw unit
2,000 acre-ft/yr/1000mw unit

48,000 acre-ft/yr/1000mw unit

50,000 acre-ft/yr throughout the West

50,000 acre-ft/yr throughout the West

39 gal/Bbl/crude
7,600 to 18,900 acre-ft/yr/100,000 BPD plant

10,000 to 45,000 acre-ft/yr/250 million
SCF/day plant

20,000 to 130,000 acre-ft/yr/100,000 BPD plant

20,000 acre-ft/25 million tons coal
(1 cfs will transport about 1,000,000 tons per year)

.5 to 4 acre-ft/acre/yr (some areas may require
two years )

Summary

Energy System
Steam-Electric Nuclear

Evaporative Cooling
Pond
River
Wet-Dry Radiato r

Steam-Electric Coal

Evaporative Cooling
Pond
River
Dry Radiator

Geotherma l

Natural Gas

Crude Oil

Refineries
Oil Shale

Coal Gasificatio n

Coal Liquification

Coal Slurry Pipeline

Coal Mining

Vegetation reestablishment

Energy Source

Steam-electric-nuclear
Steam-electric-coa l
Coal Gasification
Oil Shale
Coal Slurry Pipeline

Consumptive Water Requirement
200 to 2,000 lbs . water/million BTU's
200 to 1,350 lbs . water/million BTU's
800 to 1,350 lbs . water/million BTU's
100 to 240 lbs. water/million BTU's

0 to 110 lbs. water/million BTU's
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the location of most geothermal fields are in water -
short parts of the West .

-steam electric plants use water primarily for the stea m

condenser . The source of the water will vary dependin g
.on the plant location . On a river, the water would b e
warmed by the plant, but not much would be evaporated .
On a pond more would be evaporated and with a we t
cooling tower most all of the heat dumped would be by
evaporation . Note that the coal-fired plant is slightl y

more efficient than a nuclear plant . This is because o f

the higher temperature steam in a coal-fired plant .

Note also the possibility of going to a dry cooling sys-
tem with steam electric plants . This selection has no t

been common because of the capital investment require-
ments for dry cooling towers that are currently on th e

market . When water consumption becomes a significant ex =
pense, dry cooling towers will become more common .

Now that we have considered the leading energy conversion systems an d

have expressed a water need for each let's take a look at the value of wate r

to each per million BTU's produced . Figure 2 is an interesting expression o f

that relationship . If, for example, water cost $40/acre-ft . it would add les s
than three cents to a million BTU's produced in a nuclear plant . Since elec-
tricity is worth over $3 per million BTU's the water cost would be less than

1 percent of the value of the product . Likewise $40 of water would accoun t

for less than one cent per million BTU's of oil from shale . With oil, at $1 2
per barrel it is worth $2 per million BTU's so the water cost is less tha n

one-half percent of the value of the product .

Now show me a farmer in the West that can irrigate with $40 per acre-

ft . for his water . You won't find many . It would be easier to . find an indus-

try that could 'afford to desalt seawater at $80 per acre -ft .

Water Resources of the Wes t

No budget would be complete without knowing how much income to pla n

on . Likewise water withdrawals need to consider the water runoff . The

following supply numbers are based on the Federal Energy Administration ' s

"Blueprint for Energy" .
-Millions of acre-ft .

River Basin Supply 1977 Demand % Use

Upper Colorado 9 .9 4 .3 43

Lower Colorado 1 .8 4 .4 250

Great Basin 2 .6 3 .4 130

Northwest 49 .0 17 .0 34

California 20 .0 31 .0 155

The numbers in excess of 100 percent are accounted for by importin g

water from other regions . Principally from the Upper , Colorado region .
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Figure 2

Cost of Water to Various Industrial Energy Developers

Example : is million BTU Equivalent to :
-6c/6 million BTU
--6c/Barrel Crude Oil

Water Cost $/Acre-Feet
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Potential Impact on Parts of the Wes t

The growing demand for water for the energy production sited abov e
can account for two million acre-ft ./yr . by 1990 . What will the impact be ?
And what about the impact beyond 1990 ?

Two million acre-ft . from the Columbia River would not be a heav y
demand but nowhere else in the West is that the case .

Greater demands on the Upper Colorado Basin would deprive Arizona an d
Mexico of water from the Lower Colorado river . Already the water quality i n
the Lower Colorado River is deplorable . The shift to energy production withi n
the Upper Colorado can affect agricultural production and life styles there .

The Great Basin, although it has good ventilation for coal fire d
plants is not the place to be looking for water supplies .

The Northwest is a candidate location for water resources, but ha s
too little coal to be considered an energy center . The exceptions to thi s
statement are that the Northwest is already a hydroelectric center for th e
West Coast and Hanford is likely to be the nation's first Nuclear Park .

California has a large water supply, but uses 11 million acre-ft .
more than it captures . With much of the energy growth in the West occurrin g
in California it is obvious that a stabilization or a reversal of California' s
" water deficit" is essential .

Alternatives that Must be Considere d

There are technical and there are political solutions to problem s
such as supplies . I will try to approach the problem from a technical base .
There are at least four things that we should be doing -

-Water conservation is a must . If water were not nearl y
free in the West we would already see more water conser-
vation . With greater conservation, existing supplie s
would easily last us to the end of this century .

-Technological development on dry-cooling systems . There
is work in process here in Corvallis (under Prof . L . Davis )
and elsewhere, on improved dry cooling towers . Prof .
Boersma has also done some pioneering work on alternat e
cooling systems .

-Cloud seeding in the winter should be further researche d
and evaluated as a tool to increase precipitation on dr y
years . This effort belongs in the Upper Colorado Basi n
primarily .

-Coastal siting of steam-electric plants--the large consu-
mers of water . We should be installing more nuclea r
plants on the West Coast now to preserve the limite d
fresh water supplies that are available to the West .
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Things that we should not be doing are -

-We should not be installing evaporative cooling towers o n

a routine basis throughout the West . Such a practice i s

self-destructive with respect to being able to squeeze

new energy resources out of the West .

-We should not rely on interbasin transfers to ensure
future water supplies . Such a reliance avoids the rea l
need for water conservation programs .

With continuing technological developments and with wise use of ou r
existing resources there is no need for alarm . Without some improvements ,
however, we will witness a struggle for water greater than has yet to b e
recorded in the West .
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Presented April 17, 1975 by WILLIAM D . CLOTHIER, Chief, Non-Point Section ,
EPA, Region X, Seattle, Washington .

Peageteek/t
j/toot 144e Sciwices

I am here to talk about the prevention and abatement of a widespread ,
high impact form of water pollution--the kind that is caused by contaminant s
which enter surface and ground waters by diffuse, sometimes insidious pathways
--ways usually not very amenable to collection and treatment ; a form of pollu-
tion that has been characterized as nonpoint in origin and that is commonl y
associated with land use and water management activities . The following sta-
tistics recently compiled by Veirs l provide clues as to the origin and natur e
of the problem :

	

_

- Four billion tons of sediment are washed into streams annually a s
a result of land misuse .

- 1 .7 million acres of wildlife habitat have been destroyed by sur-
face mining and an additional 1 .4 million acres despoiled .

- 25 million tons of logging debris are left in the forest each yea r
(to this I must add that in Oregon there are about 110 thousan d
miles of logging roads--the principal man-caused source of sedi-
ment on forest lands 2 ) .

- 4 million acres of right of way are traversed by 3 hundred thou -
sand miles of overhead transmission lines .

- 17 million acres of wetland have been destroyed in seven state s
alone .

1 "The Soil Conservation District Relationship to Water Quality", presented b y
C . E . Veirs, Chief, Agricultural Section, EPA, Region X at the Annual Meetin g
of Washington Association of Conservation Districts at Olympia, on Novembe r
18, 1974 .

2 "Logging Roads and Water Quality Protection", U . S . Environmental Protectio n
Agency, Region X, 1200 Sixth Avenue, Seattle, Washington 98101, Draft Report ,
March 1975, 312 pp .
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- The phosphorus fertilizer used in 1970 compared to 1950 was u p
250 percent and the use of N was up 650 percent for the same tim e
period .

- The use of pesticides has tripled in the last 20 years . . .

"In the Columbia North Pacific study a breakdown of th e
source of where the sediment originated estimated roughl y
that about 40 percent was from croplands, 30 percent from

grazing or rangeland, about 25 percent from forests and 5
percent other .

The Conservation Needs Inventory of Idaho show that 73
percent of the irrigated croplands needs some treatmen t
measures . Some 80 percent of the non-irrigated crop -
lands need treatment and of pasture and range 88 percen t
need treatment . In forest lands, 74 percent need som e
treatment . "

The assessment of water quality degradation from nonpoint sources i n
the Northwest is generally inadequate . Information in agency reports, in-
cluding records of water quality standards violations, does indicate tha t
about 70 percent of streams in Oregon, Washington and Idaho probably are wate r
quality limited3 because of nonpoint source influences . There exists a very
strong suggestion that without substantial and continuing attention to abate-
ment of this form of pollution, even assuming maximum treatment of municipa l
and industrial point sources, achievement of primary water quality goals can -
not be accomplished, i .e ., providing for the protection and propagation o f
fish, shellfish and wildlife, and for recreation in and on the nation's water s
by July 1, 1983, as stated in the Federal Water Pollution Control Act (FWPCA )
Amendments of 1972 .

The State of Oregon Department of Environmental Quality4 included the
following nonpoint oriented influences in its listing of the state's most
pressing water quality control needs .

"(a) An effective state program for managing water quantitie s
to provide a firm basis for water quality management . . . ;

(b) The need to develop through special studies a bette r

understanding of the impact on water quality of nonpoin t

source pollution influences, such as land use and land

runoff, irrigation return waters and water impoundment
reservoirs and development and implementation of proce-
dures to control or reduce the effects of such influences ;
and

3Water quality limited streams are those that do not or will not meet applic -
able water quality standards even after the application of the effluen t
limitations .

4Water Quality Control in Oregon, State of Oregon, Department of Environmenta l
Quality, December 1970, 22 pp .
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(c) Implementation of p rograms to reduce oollutiona l
effects of timber harvesting and storage an d
handling of logs in public waters . . . "

The following comments extracted from a stream-by-stream statu s
summary of compliance with statewide water quality standards seem to be typi-
cal of the nature of problems in Oregon :

- Turbidity seasonally high from land runoff .

- Bacteria - MPN (most probable number) fecal coliforms high fro m
runoff .

- Stream flows reduced by withdrawals for irrigation .

- Stream temperatures high in late summer because of depleted flows ;
low flow augmentation needed ; flows fluctuated widely for powe r
generation .

- Substandard water quality in deadend sloughs due to widespread lo g
dumping, storage and handling, plus low fresh water inflow and n o
flushing during summer .

- High nutrient levels contribute to choking algae blooms and poo r
water quality in reservoirs .

The Environmental Protection Agency has identified 21 source cate-
gories on nonpoint pollution (Table I) . Parameters of concern in these cate-
gories include dissolved gases--0, N2 ; pathogens ; temperatures ; heavy metals ;
suspended and deposited sediments ; plant nutrients ; organic materials ; pesti-
cides ; petroleum products ; and dissolved salts . Loehrb , in an assessment o f
certain nonpoint nutrient sources, arrived at some rather pertinent conclu-
sions about characteristics and control of nonpoint pollution as follows :

"Diffuse sources are difficult to estimate quantitativel y
and to control . On the basis of the reported range o f
characteristics in nonpoint sources and available tech-
nology for their control, the nonpoint sources were iden-
tified as those uncontrollable or not needing control :
precipitation, unmanaged forest land runoff, range lan d
runoff ; those possibly needing control : cropland til e
drainage, irrigation return flows ; and those requiring
control : urban land runoff, manure seepage, feedlot run -
off . . . . Many nonpoint sources will be difficult to con-
trol if control is defined as the ability to establis h
and enforce effluent standards for a given event . How-
ever, if the control is approached by using appropriat e
management practices, many of the sources are control-
lable . Proper land and crop management methods, such a s

Loehr, Raymond C . 1974 . Characteristics and comparative magnitude of non -
point sources . Journal Water Pollution Control Federation, Vol . 46, No . 8 ,
p . 1849-1872 .
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Table I . CATEGORIES OF NONPOINT SOURCE POLLUTIO N

Agriculture

Dry land

Irrigatio n

Animal wastes

Range land s

Silvicultur e

Forestry managemen t

Harvesting

Mining

Active

Inactive

Tailings and overburde n

Groundwate r

Hydrographic modification

Salinity

Irrigatio n

Oil field brines

Natura l

Deicing

Municipal and Industria l

Effluents

Urban Runof f

Storm sewer s

Surface runoff

Rural Sanitatio n

Construction ,

Land developmen t

Heavy constructio n
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erosion control, timing and integration of manure disposa l

practices on the land, and timing of fertilizer applicatio n

to coincide closely with crop need, offer opportunities t o

minimize losses of p otential pollutants from agricultura l

lands . "

Pollution problems can occur as a result of many factors includin g

climate, geology, soils, water management, land management, legal and institu-
tional barriers to preventative measures, and lack of understanding abou t

environmental consequences . In addition, very few public funds have bee n

committed to control nonpoint sources of pollution . EPA's programs have been

strongly point source oriented . In Region X, expenditures for nonpoint sourc e

programs have amounted to about 5 percent of the total water quality budget a s
indicated by the following statistics :

Tota l
water quality_

Federa l
facilities*

Nonpoin t
source s

FY 75
July 74-June 75 $4,310,000 $194,000 $178,00 0

FY 7 4
July 73-June 74 4,184,000 239,000 296,00 0

FY 7 3
July 72-June 73 2,620,000 204,000 45,000

*Includes some expenditures assignable to nonpoint sources .

Thus far, I have talked about nonpoint pollution without coming u p
with a clear or precise definition of what it is . There is none to my knowl-
edge . The lack of a consistent definition is, in itself, indicative of th e
complicated technical and legal/institutional relationships involved . Thi s
problem of describing and understanding the nonpoint source situation undoubt-
edly has frustrated a unified approach on the part of responsible state, loca l
and federal officials, and the public, in developing workable, cost/effectiv e
solutions .

One should distinguish between nonpoint and point sources of pollu-
tion to better understand abatement approaches . Point source pollutants
basically are those being discharged from discernible, confined, and discret e
conveyances . Discharges from point sources are illegal unless authorized by
permit by Section 402 of the Federal Water Pollution Control Act . Discharge
permits are required for all municipal, industrial, and agricultural poin t
sources . Those point sources identified in agriculture have been confined t o
animal feed lots and irrigation return flows .

These permits set limitations on quantity and quality of the effluent and se t
a time schedule by which these effluent limitations must be achieved . They
also set up compliance monitoring requirements for the permittee to report o n
a prescribed basis to the permitting agency . The permittee is then subject to
enforcement if it fails to comply with the conditions of that permit . EPA ha s
a direct regulatory role in this permit program . If the states do not have
adequate programs, EPA will exercise the permitting authority .
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The role of EPA with respect to nonpoint sources is less well-define d
at this time . The question of whether permits will be required for many oper-
ations resulting in nonpoint pollution still is unanswered . As intervenor i n
a suit (NRDC v . Train #1629-73 (D .D .C ., March 1975)), in which the Natura l
Resources Defense Council, Inc ., challenged the EPA administrator's authorit y
to exempt so-called nonpoint classes of water pollution from the applicatio n
of NPDES permits, the forest industry argued that forest operations were no t
intended to be point sources under the FWPCA . The U .S . District Court hel d
that EPA has no discretionary authority to exempt such categories from permi t
system requirements and that the Agency should exercise its power to defin e
point and nonpoint sources with respect to classes of pollution .

The U . S . District Court Judge indicated that "such exemptions fro m
this requirement in the light of the purpose and design of the FWPCA thwar t
its enforcement mechanisms and are contrary to the intent of Congress" . . .EPA' s
manpower problems "must not stand in the way of Congress' mandate that a com-
prehensive permit program covering all point sources be established" . How
this will be translated into new rules and regulations and nonpoint program s
will require some amount of time to formulate . The judge's ruling suggests
that EPA has a certain amount of flexibility in defining point sources and i n
using administrative devices to make a permit program manageable .

The first federal legislation to address the control of nonpoin t
sources was passed only three years ago, i .e ., the Federal Water Pollutio n
Control Act Amendments of 1972 . As stated by the committee on public works ,
having considered S . 2770 :

"It has become clearly established that the waters of th e
nation cannot be restored and the quality maintained unles s
the very complex and difficult problem of nonpoint source s
is addressed . . .for the first time the committee bill provide s
a mechanism to establish a program to control the principa l

nonpoint sources of water pollution . Section 304 require s
that the Administrator develop, in conjunction with the othe r
appropriate federal agencies, information regarding nonpoin t

sources and their control . Following the publication of thi s
information, each state or regional planning agency unde r
Section 209 (208) is required . to develop 209 (208) plans fo r
nonpoint source pollution control after public hearings, and
submit that plan, by a certain time, to the Administrator .
Specific nonpoint sources must be identified within such a
plan and then in each instance the state must identify eac h
of the specific sources within each category . The Committee
recognizes, .at the outset, that many nonpoint sources o f
pollution are beyond present technology of control . However ,
there are many programs that can be applied to each of th e

categories in nonpoint sources and the Committee expects tha t
these controls will be applied as soon as possible ." (S .R .

No . 92-414, 92nd Congress, 1st Session, 39) (1971) .

Section 208 of the FWPCA is the key tool of program development fo r
the control of nonpoint sources . Under its provisions, areawide and statewid e

water quality management plans must be developed, implemented and regulated b y
each state . State or local planning agencies are designated, usually by th e
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Governor, to develop and implement a 208 water quality management plan . The
policy established by Copgress is "to recognize, preserve and protect th e
primary responsibilities of the states to prevent, reduce and eliminate pol-
lution, to plan the development and use (including restoration, preservatio n
and enhancement) of land and water resources, and to consult with the Adminis-
trator (EPA) in the exercise of his authority under the Act," Thus the con-
trol on nonpoint pollution is a state and local program which sets an effec-
tive management program to alleviate this problem and preserve water qualit y
for all intended uses .

The development of nonpoint source plans by the state under Section
208 requires assessment of the state's nonpoint source problems, prioritiza-
tion of nonpoint source categories, estimates of best management practices fo r
lesser priorities (designed to meet 1983 water quality goals), and the estab-
lishment of institutional mechanisms for achieving prevention and abatemen t
requirements . These plans are to provide the decision basis for the action
program and will include the identification or evaluation of elements such as :

- Type of nonpoint source problem s

- Waters affecte d

- Seriousness of the effects on those water s

- Nonpoint sources contributing to the proble m

- Measures necessary to produce the desired level of control throug h
application of Best Management Practices 6 (or more stringent con-
trol measures as appropriate )

- Period of time, cost and proposed regulatory programs necessar y
to achieve the desired control s

- Implementing and operating agencies needed to achieve the control s

Federal areas are required to be in compliance with state, interstat e
and local regulations respecting control and abatement of pollution to th e
same extent that any person is subject to such requirements . The authority
for such substantive compliance is provided in Section 313 of the Act an d
Presidential Executive Order No . 11752 . Federal agencies must formulate an d
implement water quality management facilities and plans in cooperation with
the appropriate state governmental agencies .

The EPA's role in the nonpoint source program, at the very minimum ,
is to provide funds and guidelines for the development of state, regional an d
local regulatory programs . Disputes or conflicts between federal and stat e
agencies in matters affecting the application of or compliance with a n

6
"Best Management Practices" (BMP) may be looked upon as the practices identi -
fied by the state, after examination of the alternative practices, as bein g
the practicable and most effective in preventing or reducing concentrations _
of contaminants to a level essential in meeting water quality goals .
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applicable requirement for control and abatement of pollution shall be media-

ted by EPA . In such cases, if attempted mediation is unsuccessful, the matte r

shall be referred to the Office of Management and Budget under provisions o f

Executive Order 11752 .

Under the EPA's existing national water quality strategy for imple-
menting the Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments, prevention is th e

key to control of nonpoint source pollution so emphasis in the strategy is o n

the development of Best Management Practices . These practices are designed to

achieve water quality objectives . The national strategy does allow for adap-
ting these practices on a local basis to the particular problems and environ-

mental conditions . EPA will work on the development of Best Management Prac-
tices through its own staff efforts and by contracts . EPA is required by

Section 304(e) to publish information on processes, procedures and methods t o

control nonpoint sources of pollution . The task is immense . EPA is attemp-

ting to develop its own nonpoint source expertise, but will have to work to

mobilize experts from other agencies . In referring to the Administrator' s

duty under Section 304(e), the Committee on Public Works st4ed :

"While many of these activities are the subject, directl y

or indirectly, of federal programs established for othe r

purposes, the Bill for the first time directs attention
to these activities in the context of vendor integrated

water pollution control . It should be clear that the
Committee does not intend that the Administrator shoul d
develop information on the subject's completely indepen-

dently rather, to the extent possible, he should utiliz e
the existing knowledge and existing programs of othe r

federal agencies and incorporate the fruits of suc h
programs into the information published under this Section . "

(S .R . No . 92-414, 92nd Congress, 1st Session, 52) (1971) .

One of the real difficulties of the nonpoint source program is tha t

of relating Best Management Practices to water quality objectives, the latte r

being defined in the terms of the criteria of the receiving waters . The major

technical problem here is that there is an insufficient data base to quantify

the water quality control effectiveness of management practices . In this re-

gard quite a bit of monitoring will have to be done to determine how land us e

practices do relate to water quality .

Even if the data base existed, there would still be difficulty in es-
tablishing practices that would jibe with water quality standards in all cases .

The underlying problem is in the Federal Water Pollution Control Act itself .

Section 303(c)(2) governs the revision to water quality standards . Under its

provisions, a new water quality standard shall consist of designating the us e

of navigable waters and the water quality criteria for such waters based upo n

such uses . The problem here is that the standards are set considering onl y

the uses of the water and not the related land use .

The problem can be highlighted by taking a look at the difficult y

which is being faced within the State of Washington that involves a fores t

products industry . Water quality standards in effect prior to the Federa l

Water Pollution Control Amendments of 1972 were geared primarily towards th e

control of point sources located on interstate waters usually of some magnitude .
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After the Amendments the State generally did not reconsider the need to develo p
new criteria that might pertain to the control of nonpoint sources, many o f
which impact small streams as is the case with forestry operations .

Establishing new standards as is required by the Amendments of 1972 ,
the states generally adopted the same criteria that pertained prior to the ne w
Act . As a result in the State of Washington the criteria is 5 JTU's and th e
evidence gathered by the Region X Silviculture Project in talking to industr y
and forest land managers and from other sources indicates that it is impossibl e
to operate in the forest without exceeding this limit .

Under these circumstances, the standards do not supply forest lan d
managers or pollution control agencies with a rational basis for managing wate r
quality affected by activities in forest lands . If the standard were used a s
a basis for management, most logging operations would be shutdown . The states
can attempt to revise their water quality standards related to nonpoint sources .
The State of Washington has attempted to do so by setting up less stringen t
criteria applied during the period of forest operations . However, there i s
some difficulty here in conforming to the law since there is an antidegradatio n
standard expressed in Section 101(a) and Section 303(2) which requires tha t
standards revisions shall enhance the quality of the water .

Congress recognizes the problem in stating that no npoint sources nee d
to be controlled only "to the extent feasible" (208)(b)(2)(F)--I . Neverthe-
less, water quality standards are absolute under the Act and must be achieve d
and there doesn't seem to be any exception in the Federal Water Pollution Con-
trol Act concerning standards compliance for nonpoint sources . The inconsis-
tency in the Act with respect to nonpoint sources and water quality standard s
should be cleared up by Congress . Clearly water quality standards should b e
set while considering uses to be made of related land resources as well as th e
uses of water itself .

The Environmental Protection Agency's national water quality strateg y
for implementing the Amendments of 1972 has been divided into two phases .
Phase I, 1973-1977, EPA will build on existing knowledge, continue with poin t
source permits and construction grants as the priority items and will prepar e
and plan for carrying out nonpoint source control requirements . The Phase II ,
1978-1983, emphasis will be to take care of the more difficult point sourc e
problems and to implement the nonpoint source program . Solutions for nonpoin t
sources are to be developed by the states by July 1981 . In the second phas e
it may be that the nonpoint source control programs will be the most importan t
water quality management programs of federal, state, and local interest, i f
the water quality goals are to be achieved .
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Presented April 24, 1975, by AL MILLS, U . S . Forest Service, Corvallis, Oregon .

?iak qagirat ca %e4t

L and managers responsible for the stewardship of timber lands hav e
been showing increasing concern for aquatic resources and water quality in th e
Pacific Northwest . These lands, while capable of producing valuable timbe r
products, are also the watersheds for rivers and streams, supporting valuabl e
runs of salmon, steelhead and the coastal cutthroat trout . These species ar e
migratory and capable of utilizing rich food resources available in the Pacifi c
Ocean after bein g . spawned and reared in the networks of stream systems drainin g
Coastal and Cascade mountain ranges .

THE FISHERY RESOURC E

The economics involved in the harvest and utilization of analromou s
fish from forest lands are not well defined for most drainage systems . Exten-
sive studies and inventories in some areas, however, have clearly demonstrate d
combined sport and commercial values occasionally surpassing the value of tim-
ber produced on the same watershed lands . This would be the exception rathe r
than the rule but we're talking of combined annual values as high as $270,00 0
per mile in some of the more productive areas .

Generally speaking, a high percentage of the fish production take s
place in the cool, well shaded smaller "feeder streams" which you might like n
to the capillaries of a circulatory system . Without the capillaries, the mai n
arteries would, for the most part, be relatively worthless . It is thes e
smaller "capillary" streams collectively forming a drainage network where th e
bulk of the spawning and rearing activities occur . This would hold true, fo r
the most part, for the species mentioned above as they occur in Oregon's coas-
tal rivers and streams .

Until relatively recent years, the smaller stream (1 to 15 feet i n
width) has been essentially overlooked as a valuable resource worth full pro-
tection when carrying out activities related to the production of timber . Thi s
has been particularly true on lands privately managed for timber purposes wher e
the short-term profit motive and the timber resource were primary considerations .
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THE DARK AGES

The recent history of Northwest timber management may be referre d
to as the "Dark Age s " in terms of consideration for fisheries and water qualit y
values . In most cases, no protection was afforded the small tributary stream s
encompassed within or downstream from a timber harvest area . The related roa d
systems were planned in many cases for"one shot" . use, with no consideratio n
to streams crossed or soil lost over the bank into nearby water courses .

In many cases streams were handy disposal systems, carrying waste d
soil and debris quickly out of sight, enabling the "manager" to again wast e
into the same area with no added cost for hauling to distant disposal sites .
One doesn't have to go too far back in time to find such practices as splas h
dams, downhill and cat yarding through primary fish streams, spawning grave l
removal for road construction materials and many similar practices equall y
destructive to the stream environment .

Major impacts of earlier practices still remain in potentiall y
productive streams in the form of impassable culverts, log jams, scoured ou t
or silted gravel beds, eroding banks and side slopes, improperly surfaced o r
maintained road systems, etc . Many of the destructive practices have been
corrected, but the telltale etidence remains with little or no funds availabl e
to correct or attempt to rehabilitate these inherited liabilities .

EMERGING FROM "THE DARK AGES "

Improved and updated inventories of all resources co-existing o n
Northwest timber lands, combined with a better understanding of the impact s
caused from intensive timber management, have created a new level of sensiti-
vity among land managers . There is a new level of interest and concer n
evolving from the traditional "Timber Beast " as he becomes a genuine land
manager, sensitive to all the resources on the lands he stewards :

Not only are we seeing a maturation of the land manager but th e
fisheries biologist, the forest hydrologist, and the soil scientist hav e
emerged at a new level of understanding and a feel for the need to be involve d
in the total land management picture . These and other disciplines are feeling
the challenge and the need to be involved in the decision process . Involved
not only in the day to day decisions being made on the land, but more recently ,
and perhaps more importantly, the decisions being made in the long range plan-
ning area .

It is in the long range planning arena that the specialist i s
realizing he has an opportunity to be heard and have his proportionate shar e
of influence over the decision-making process . The specialist finds this new
arena somewhat of a puzzling new environment with a lot of skeptics to con-
vince that he's not out to "grind only his own ax" but is genuinely intereste d
in the final result of the land management activity . He faces a potentia l
backlash of defensive reaction as his new information is fed into a machin e
already loaded with data to consider in the decision process -- a machin e
which has not necessarily been designed to consider his input . He is, however ,
an integral and necessary part of the decision process and is arriving on th e
scene at a critical time .
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The major public land management agencies, and particularly th e
U . S . Forest Service, are working aggressively to provide leadership in re -
solving land management problems and conflicts . This is particularly true o n
high-value public timber lands in the Northwest . The harvesting of timber an d
related practices with high potential of impacting other resources are no w
planned and designed to consider and protect fish habitat and water quality .
In addition, these agencies, and to some degree private industry, are seekin g
more input from the professional biologist and other disciplines . The agencies
and larger landowners are gradually employing more biologists and hydrologist s
to assure this input .

It is critical now, for the biologist, the hydrologist, the soil s
people and other "specialists", to feel the pulse and develop a sense of ur-
gency . A new mode of operation is in order for these people to join the lan d
management team and be a part of the decision process .

	

Major land managemen t
decisions will continue to be made daily and the question remains will they b e
made in a multiple discipline atmosphere or are the various professions mor e
effective as critics after the fact . I would strongly advocate the former .

In my opinion, the professional must be alert that once he raise s
an issue he must be prepared to follow through at a full level of involvement .
Someone else will step forward to fill the vacuum if the professional simpl y
steps out to pursue yet another issue . This vacuum, more often than not, wil l
be filled with a political aspirant or a lesser informed activist who may o r
may not be able to effectively consider the entire-management picture . I n
other words, a wise salesman is one who knows when to turn off the sales pitc h
and complete the sale before hi$ customer purchases some other product .

PROGRESS AND NEW TOOL S

It has often been the case in the recent past to become involve d
in the Fish vs Timber argument and some of us still get trapped in that argu-
ment . In most cases, it has been clearly demonstrated that the aquatic re -
sources involved in Northwest streams are high values and leave little doub t
they warrant full protection . As this protection is provided there will b e
some impact on the number of acres to be managed for full timber yield .

The cost of business may increase as we manage in the immediat e
vicinity of the stream resource, but land management is maturing and it i s
time to resolve the issues without waiting for the courts, confrontations, an d
political "dog fights" to settle issues . Inventories of aquatic resources
with specific on-site values are now available for many areas and plans ar e
emerging to provide the land manager with more of this kind of information .
Land use and long range plans cannot be intelligently developed without goo d
basic resource inventory .

The Forest Service has adopted a stream classification system wit h
four stream classes based on land sensitivity and use, geologic stability ,
public use and need, and other factors . Basically this classification system

. is a beginning inventory of the value represented in a given area of strea m
along with measures needed for the perpetuation of these : values as other man-
agement is applied to the land base . The State agencies have similar classi-
fication systems for streams on state and private lands but with fewe r
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classification levels . As more specific information is gathered and fed int o
these systems the manager will be better prepared to formulate appropriat e
decisions .

Buffer strips or special streamside management zones are bein g
widely recognized as a valuable tool in the protection of aquatic resources .
In some cases, the streamside area should remain inviolable to protect values .
In other situations the recognition of a special zone where different manage-
ment constraints are needed will suffice . The Forest Service Streamsid e
Management Guidelines which describe the four stream classes, recognizes th e
need for this special zone . As more expertise is applied to the decisio n
process, more decisions can be made on a case-by-case basis, getting away fro m
broad brush policies . The framework and general sideboards for the most part ,
however, have been established within which this expertise can function .

Specialized equipment and practices are available in areas wher e
sensitive stream values are involved . Where needed in the planning of a
timber sale, yarding equipment is specified which suspends one end or the en -
tire log free of the ground and can "fly" it over the stream and the sensitiv e
streamside corridor . This equipment is now commonly used in Forest Servic e
timber sales, and on some national forests skyline yarding is the predominan t
yarding system used . The helicopter and balloon systems have shown thei r
worth in solving special problems often related to sensitive soils and streams .

In addition to sophisticated logging systems, other tools ar e
showing up on the scene as commonplace alternatives to get a better job ac-
complished on the ground . One notable such tool is mechanical or hydrauli c
assistance in accomplishing directional falling . This permits the harvest o f
timber in close proximity to the stream in some instances by falling tree s
where they can be held out of the stream, thus avoiding damage to channels ,
banks and vegetation supporting the aquatic system .

Directional falling also has a major value in holding debri s
accumulation in channels to acceptable levels .

Guidelines, policy statements, and other directives initiate d
internally and as a result of new legislation and public pressures are result -
ing in better management where stream courses are involved . In Oregon, th e
Forest Practices Act is having considerable impact in terms of what happens o n
state and private lands as a result of timber harvest and related road con-
struction . The Act requires inspection before, during, and after the timbe r
harvest is conducted, and specifies advance notification before activitie s
begin . The state fisheries, wildlife and environmental quality agencies ar e
cooperating with each other, with industry, other agency and public groups an d
individuals as never before . This cooperation is resulting in improved land
management and significantly reduced impacts to Oregon's stream courses .

The Forest Service, in addition to recent "Streamside Managemen t
Unit Guidelines" mentioned above, has issued a bold new policy statemen t
dealing with fish habitat protection for all National Forest lands in Orego n
and Washington . This policy statement is the direct result of concern ex -
pressed by the Regional Forester for the quality of land management in Orego n
and Washington as it affects productivity in high value fish producing streams .
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This encompassing policy statement issued specifically for the protection o f
aquatic resources on National Forest lands in two states has received acclai m
from the American Fisheries Society and the Oregon Wildlife Commission amon g

others .

UNSOLVED PROBLEM S

I hope I ' ve given enough of an overview for you to have gaing d
some insight into some of the problems and progress dealing with Fish Habita t
on Forest Lands .

In case I've left you with the impression that all our problem s
are solved and at the risk of ending on a negative note, I'd like to assur e
you there ' s still plenty of work to do . Areas I still have serious reserva-
tions about, I will briefly define as follows :

Philosophy of Rehabilitation vs Protection and Plannin g

There continues to be a general trend amongst forest managers tha t
it's easier to clean up the mess after we're through with our land managemen t
activities . In my opinion, that's like losing the patient while curing th e
illness . In many cases, rehabilitation is impossible or impractical becaus e
of a lack of reasonable access, cost, etc . Lost values and costs passed alon g
to future generations and downstream users are rarely adequately considered i n
the decision process to rehabilitate an area .

The " ripple effect" of an on-sight activity is too little under -
stood to enable the manager to consider off-sight, secondary, and indirec t
effects of his action when using the rehabilitation approach . The aquati c
ecosystem is complex and delicate . Replacement of aquatic values impacted o r
lost can seldom be achieved to attain anywhere near the original level o f
productivity without many years of recovery time .

Continuing Loss of Sediment from Forest Road s

Although progress is being made in the forest road constructio n
problem area, we are accumulating such a massive road network in most North -
west watersheds to pose serious problems and liabilities to future managers .
Roads remaining to be constructed are in the most difficult terrain, posin g
some real challenges to present technology .

Old roads constructed under different philosophies and technolo-
gies remain as liabilities during storm events, increased use, etc . The sheer
magnitude of road mileage poses a threat of perpetuating chronic levels o f
sediments unless major programs of maintenance and surfacing can be financed .

ProtectioninUpstream Headwater Drainage s

Increased emphasis must be placed on the value and sensitivity o f
small headwater drainages and "headwalls" . The quality of a stream system i s
a function of the additive qualities of all its tributaries . Impacts in up -
stream areas will surely influence downstream areas all the way to the estuary .
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More intensive forest management will dictate influences throughout the com-
plex of drainage networks making up a total watershed . As a result, land
management will need to be increasingly sensitive to offset the overwhelmin g
influence of a small impact in each of the " capillaries" making up the entir e
system .
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Presented May 1, 1975, by RALPH W . JOHNSON, School of Law, University o f
Washington, Seattle, Washington .
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S hould major interbasin transfers of water again be seriously con-
sidered as a solution to the worsening water problems of the South -

western United States ?

This question was vigorously debated in and out of Congress in th e
1960's . Presently the debate has quieted, but it can easily, and some sa y
will inevitably, move to the front of p ublic attention again soon . The rea-
sons are not hard to find, and the newest, and p ossibly most important one ,
concerns energy . About 25,000 square miles of land in Colorado, Utah and
Wyoming contain oil shale deposits . Ap proximately 17,000 square miles of thi s
formation are considered rich enough to develop . This deposit contains abou t
600 billion barrels of recoverable oil (compared to U .S . current use of 5 . 3
billion barrels a year) .

While this source of energy is only experimentally being develope d
today, by the mid-1980's it may be producing a million or more barrels of oi l
a day . The current U .S . policy of "operation independence", designed to re-
lieve this country of mideast oil dependence, is speeding the search fo r
economically efficient means to develop shale oil . Production of a millio n
barrels a day would consume up to 300,000 acre-feet of water a year from th e
already over-committed Colorado River . Such production would also produce a
major increase in the salinity of the river, already at damaging levels . Th e
cost of this additional salinity might be as much as $20,000,000 per year l .

In addition to oil shale there are major coal deposits in the Rock y
Mountains, the extraction of which will consume large quantities of water, an d
will further increase the salinity of the river system . Some five to seve n
huge coal-fired power plants are being designed for the southern part of Utah ,
to capitalize on the availability of these coal deposits . They will also re -
quire substantial amounts of water in their operation .

One fascinating aspect of the potential development of oil shale coa l
deposits in the Rocky Mountains is that the U .S ., which owns much of the lan d
on which these deposits are found, may have the legal power to divert water s
from the Colorado River for their development, and dry up downstream irriga-
tion projects, without paying the downstream farmers anything for their loss .
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Such action may be constitutionally permissible under the now-famou s
reservation doctrine2 , although one can hope that the U .S . would neither be so
callous nor so unwise as to attempt this . Nonetheless, the possibility o f
such action hangs as a Damocles sword over the water papes of all post-1920' s
downstream irrigators, and increases their fascination with the possible im-
portation of water from outside the basin . These irrigation farmers may soo n
be joined by new and powerful allies, the Oil Companies who are interested i n
oil shale development and who may prefer to try for importation of water fro m
outside the basin than to start a water fight with the farmers .

The salinity problems in the Colorado River Basin are already becomin g
severe from irrigated farming, as illustrated by the recent action of EPA, un-
der the 1972 Federal Water Pollution Control Act Amendments, designed to ge t
the states to develop programs to control salinity and submit those plans fo r
approval to EPA by October 1975 .

Arizona continues to mine its groundwater aquifers so that this criti-
cal resource is gradually being diminished . This mining process will continue ,
even when the Lower Colorado River Basin Project, now under construction, i s
completely on line .

Attempts are now being made to augment the flow of the Colorado b y
weather modification . The Bureau of Reclamation hopes to produce some 1,500,000
acre-feet of additional water per year for the Colorado River system throug h
snowpack augmentation in the Colorado Mountains although some scientists sa y
that much less water (if any) will actually be added to the Colorado watershe d
by this program .

The high plains area of Texas continues to mine a limited groundwate r
aquifer, at a rate that may return much of the rich farm land around Lubbock ,
Texas to desert by the year 2000 or shortly thereafter . A friend who lives i n
Lubbock plans to sell his home within the next five years and rent a hous e
thereafter because he foresees a potentially sudden, and disastrous drop i n
land values as residents realize the imminent end of the water supply .

Some people believe that much of the arid west should be put unde r
irrigation to grow food .for an ever-more populous and hungry world . Th e
National Water Commission held hearings across the nation in 1970-72 . Many
individuals and groups testified in favor of the continuation of past subsid y
policies for irrigated agriculture, on the theory that this would help allev-
iate the growing world food crisis .

The National Water Commission considered this issue and determine d
that without heavy subsidies it probably would not be economically feasibl e
to put much additional western desert lands under irrigation . Nonetheless i t
did not advocate the continuation of past subsidy policies . The reasons are
interesting and may be more "humanitarian" in the long run than continuin g
subsidies for irrigated agriculture . First, a couple of basic facts shoul d
be kept in mind . Thirty years ago one farmer in the U .S . fed 13 persons ; i n
1971 each farmer fed 48 .2 persons . In 1949,334 .4 million acres of croplan d
were harvested ; 20 years later, the figure had dropped to 273 million acres ,
an average decline of 3 .5 million acres per year . In the same period tota l
farm output increased 40% .
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Several recent projections of foreseeable future demands for food an d

fiber suggest that subsidizing new western irrigated agricultural projects i s
not the most efficient method of producing food for a hungry world . Given the
commitment of a certain sum of money to produce food, this goal could b e
achieved better by a variety of alternative means, including : technical assis-
tance to the countries where the food is needed ; improving efficiency o f
existing croplands in the U .S . ; developing food from the sea ; and spending
money for research to improve fertilizers, hybrid seeds, irrigation methods ,
pest control, etc . Nonetheless, it is possible that at some future time the
pressure to develop additional food sources could encourage major interbasi n
transfers .

The Moratorium

In 1968, Congress legislated a ten-year moratorium on the study o f
major interbasin transfers . In 1978, that period will be over . Part of the
reason for that moratorium was to permit the National Water Commission t o
study the nation's water needs, and suggest alternative solutions . The Com-
mission completed its study in June 1973 and recommended new criteria (dis-
cussed below) for deciding when and how to carry out major interbasin transfers .

Also one cannot overlook the fact that Senator Henry M . Jackson i s
still Chairman of the powerful Senate Interior Committee, through which an y
major interbasin transfer legislation must pass . Senator Jackson, along wit h
Senator Warren Magnuson, both from the State of Washington, are two of th e
most senior and most powerful leaders in the Senate, and their opposition t o
the concept of major interbasin transfers, especially where the source woul d
be their home State of Washington, is well documented . So long as they re -
main alive and well, and in leadership positions in the Senate, any discussio n
of diverting Columbia River Waters to the Southwest is likely to be muted .
(Not surprisingly, Governor Hathaway the new Secretary of Interior designate ,
testified in recent confirmation hearings---in the presence of Senator Jackso n
---that he did not presently favor a diversion of water from the Columbia t o
the Colorado basin, although he thought possibly a transfer from Canadia n
sources to the southwest would some day be needed . )

What are some of the more important legal and policy issues involve d
in considering major interbasin transfers? First, let us review briefly the
history of the proposals for major interbasin transfers in this country .

Thumbnail history of major interbasin transfer proposal s

The 1963 USSC decision in Arizona v . California brought the southwes t
to a full awareness that Colorado River water supplies were not enough t o
serve all its needs . Although Arizona won that case, it found it could no t
get Congress to appropriate money for the projects needed to put its water t o
use without the political acquiescence if not support of the California dele-
gation . California was reluctant to give that support, unless other source s
of water for its future needs could be found . By 1965, the southwest had de-
cided the best solution was to stop fighting each other over an inadequat e
water supply, and join together to get water imported from elsewhere . Initia l
suggestions by Arizonians, and the Secretary of the Interior that this wate r
should be imported from Northern California Coastal Rivers were quickly rebuffe d
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• by California on the ground that these rivers would be needed for future
California growth', and in any event, were an important recreational amenit y
to the region . Thus all agreed that the .Columbia was the best source of a
solution .

Several proposals appeared in the mid-1960's for diverting Columbi a
River waters to the Colorado basin . Recall that the average annual flow o f
the Colorado is about 14 million acre-feet per annum, whereas the averag e
annual flow of the Columbia is about 160 million acre-feet . Proposed diver-
sions of 5, 10, or even 15 m. a. f. would not, it was argued, significantly im-
pair any existing or planned water uses for the Columbia . My colleague ,
Charles Corker, suggested in 1966 that it would be difficult even to determin e
that'a diversion of up to 5 percent of the annual flow of the Columbia ha d
occurred3 .

At about the same time there appeared proposals for several othe r
major interbasin diversions . From the Missouri into the Colorado Basin, from
the Missouri in Nebraska south to Texas and New Mexico, and from the Mississipp i
west to the High Plains of Texas . Some truly grand designs also appeared fo r
watering most of the western U .S . from Canadian sources 4 .

Why-are diversions thought necessary ?

Why are these diversions thought necessary? One must have in mind
that we have just been through a T50-year period of western development .

Conquer the wilderness, make the desert bloom, create more farms wer e
articles of faith in this era . To carry out development in an era of resourc e
abundance we adopted several policies that are just now being re-examined .
Most importantly we decided to subsidize heavily the cost of western irriga-
tion projects . -This subsidization policy has only waned slightly in recen t
years . Along with this subsidy policy is the idea that water should be eithe r
free or very cheap to all . Somehow it is different than other economic com-
modities and the government is presumed to have a duty to provide it to every -
one . Also we have maintained a general policy saying that when an area begin s
to run out of water the federal government should come to their rescue an d
bail them out with cheap water .

In light of these policies it is not surprising that the southwes t
should determine that it "needs" a lot more water, that such water should com e
from the Columbia River or elsewhere, and that much of the cost of deliver y
should be paid by Uncle Sam .

An obvious alternative to major interbasin transfers of water is re -
allocation of water within the basin . But this is a painful process and on e
the southwest is understandably reluctant to embrace . In any event our con-
cern here is to explore the interbasin transfer question and -we shall do so .
First,'let's define major interbasin transfers . What is so unique about them?
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Major interbasin transfer define d

Major interbasin transfers, as defined in here, include transfer s
that would carry water by aqueduct over one or more state lines for use in a
state that either (1) lies entirely outside the basin of origin, or (2) lie s
partly within the basin of origin but which would import substantially mor e
water than it contributes to the basin of origin, or than flows in the sourc e
river while that river touches the importing state . A typical example of a
proposed major interbasin transfer would be a diversion of water from th e
Columbia River basin to the Southwest for use in California and Arizona, or a
diversion from the Mississippi to the High Plains area of Texas .

No major interbasin transfers now exis t

It is significant that in spite of extensive large-scale water devel-
opment in this nation, no interbasin diversion has yet been built which artifi-
cially (by aqueduct, tunnel, or flume) crosses a state line and which ulti-
mately carries water into a state lying entirely outside the basin of origin .
This suggests that state borders have been a vital factor in large-scale wate r
planning . Although a few interbasin projects do exist which have aqueducts
that carry water across state lines 5 , all of these involve taking water from a '
river which eventually crosses into the importing state or runs along its bor-
der6 . There are, of course, numerous interbasin transfers which are entirel y
intrastate7 , but the legal and political problems posed by these transfers ar e
significantly different than those discussed here .

Cong ressional Power to legislate a major interbasin transfer

Arizona v . California8 established that Congress can constitutionall y
legislate a major interbasin transfer if it chooses to do so . Moreover, i t
seems clear that Congress and the federal government must necessarily be in-
volved in any such transfer . The federal interest arises from several sources ,
including : the federal proprietary interest in "reserved" waters ; the federa l
interest in navigable waters ; the possible continued resistance of the state s
of origin, which might necessitate the intervention of Congress ; the federa l
interest in behalf of the national public welfare ; and the fact that privat e
and/or state financing may be less than adequate to execute such a massiv e
project .

Until Arizona v . California, most authorities thought the only lega l
methods for apportioning waters of interstate, navigable rivers were inter -
state compacts, or litigation in the Supreme Court 9 . Thus, many legal expert s
were indeed surprised l0 , when the Supreme Court announced that Congress' auth-
ority under the commerce clause was broad enough to encompass an apportionmen t
of a navigable stream between states .

No state, or group of states, can veto a major interbasin transfer proposa l

The conclusion that no state or combination of states can bar a majo r
interbasin transfer by the enactment of state laws is drawn from two cases :
First Iowa Hydro-Electric Corp . v . FPC 11 and City of Tacoma v . Taxpayersof
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Tacoma 12 . Even though the 1908 case of Hudson County Water Co . v . McCarter l 3

took a different position regarding private, as opposed to public, out-of -
state transfer of wat

g
, this case no longer seems to be the law in light o f

City of Altus v . Carr . CityofAltus held that a state statute prohibitin g
an out-of-state transfer is an unconstitutional interference with interstat e
commerce .

What about interstate compacts, can they be used to stop an inter -
basin transfer? In 1964, the Pacific Northwest states, concerned about a pro -
posed Columbia River diversion, sought an answer to this question . The Wash-
ington Attorney General said tt the states lacked constitutional power t o
stop such congressional action'', citing Pennsylvania v . Wheeling and Belmon t
Bridge Co . 16 .

In Wheeling, the court held that a compact, even though approved b y
Congress, could not restrict the constitutional power of Congress to later leg-
islate in the same area ; otherwise Congress, in combination with any tw o
states, could modify the Constitution itself . Interstate compacts exist, o f
course, that purport to allocate all the water of a given river among signa-
tory states, thus leaving no "surplus" for export . And it would be possibl e
to write a compact, although none presently exists, explicitly prohibiting a n
out-of-basin transfer .

But the point is, even if such a compact were approved by Congress i t
would not bar future legislation reallocating the water . Although Congres s
could not unilaterally change the terms of the compact, it could nonetheles s
legislate inconsistently with it in any constitutionally permissible area an d
thus supersede the compact .

Area of origin objections in Congres s

One of the most significant institutional factors involved in an y
future interbasin transfer is the political makeup of the U .S . Congress . Th e
reapportionment cases of the 1960's 17 required both Houses of all state legis-
latures, and the U .S . House of Representatives, to be apportioned on a one-
person-one-vote basis . With reference to future interstate water transfers ,
such reapportionment of voting strength may well affect decisionmaking, espec-
ially if the project calls for the export of water from a less densely popu-
lated area to a more densely populated area . But the reapportionment cases
did not affect the structure of the U .S . Senate 18 . Each state continues to b e
represented by two Senators regardless of population . Thus a sparsely popula-
ted state has the same political strength in the Senate as a heavily populate d

'state .

Senate reaction to the proposed Columbia River diversion to th e
Southwest illustrates the significance of this political fact . Though the
Southwest, with its heavy population concentrations in southern California ,
has great political strength in the House of Representatives, it lacks simila r
strength in the Senate . The strong Senate representation of the Pacifi c
Northwest states in terms of seniority as well as numbers, gives them virtuall y
a "veto" power over projects opposed by the region, and they opposed a Columbi a
river diversion .
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The National Water Commission Report - A national policy ?

No clear national congressional policy exists about major interbasi n
transfers . There is, of course, a moratorium on studies of such transfers
until 1978 (although that too could be changed by Act of Congress) . One of
the reasons for the moratorium was the creation of the National Water Commis-
sion with its mandate to study the nation's water needs and the optimal mean s
of solving those problems .

The NWC completed it study in 1973 . It recommended 1 9

1) That an interbasin transfer should be the least cost source o f
water, considering all alternatives, including developing new
technologies of desalination, etc .

2) That the net economic gain from such a project should be state d
and compared to alternative investment opportunities .

3) That the beneficiaries of such a project--e .g ., those who receiv e
the water, should pay the full costs of getting the water to them ,
plus compensation to the area of origin for opportunities fore -
gone by the export of the water .

The National Water Commission recommendations are not the law of th e
land, and the Commission has been criticized for its strong "market economics "
stand . But its report does seem to represent widespread current thinking ,
both in and out of Congress, about future water policies . It is time to ter-
minate the heavy subsidies which have assisted irrigation projects of the past .

Although it is doubtful that these recommendations will be full y
adopted by Congress, it is likely that they will have an impact on the shap e
of future congressional debate or major interbasin transfers . (See appendix C . )

Could the USS Court order the Pacific Northwest states to deliver Columbi a
River waters to the Southwest ?

Could Arizona successfully sue in the U .S . Supreme Court for a n
"equitable portion" of the Columbia River, the Basin of which lies entirel y
beyond its borders? The answer is probably "no" . No non-riparian state ha s
ever petitioned the Supreme Court for an apportionment of a river lying beyon d
its borders, and the court has never decreed an allocation of water to such a
state . In fact the court has never spoken on the question even in dicta . No
writer has ever analyzed the cases in this area with this possibility in mind .
I shall attempt to do so here .

It is significant that although the Supreme Court has had before i t
nine cases requesting apportionment of interstate rivers, it has made onl y
three actual apportionments . 20 Kansas twice sought, and was twice denied, a n
apportionment of the Arkansas River on the grounds that (1) no damage wa s
shown or (2) Colorado's diversions of the Arkansas were within her (Colorado's )
rights . 21 Washington sued Oregon for an apportionment of the Walla Wall a
River ; relief was denied because of the uncertainty of the evidence of eithe r
Washington's prior right to the water, or damage suffered, and because o f
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Washington's 50 years of unjustified delay in failing to object to long -
established Oregon uses . 2 2

The first suit by Arizona against California for an apportionment o f
the Colorado was dismissed because the U .S . was an "indispensable party" i n
the case but was not represented . 23 Suits by Connecticut against Massachusett s
concerning the Connecticut River, and by New Jersey against New York concernin g
the Connecticut River, and by New Jersey against New York concerning the Dela-
ware River were both dismissed because the upstream states, Massachusetts an d
New York, were held to be using the water within their legal rights . 24

Two of the three suits in which apportionments were decreed wer e
cases where the rivers were already fully, or excessively appropriated, an d
where newly planned projects would interfere with established uses in down -
stream states . In both of these cases priority of appropriation was the
guiding principle in the apportionment . Z5 In the third case, Arizona v. . Cali-
fornia (1963) the court apportioned unused waters of the Colorado River, bu t
did so on the basis of the Boulder Canyon Project Act rather than on common law
principles of equitable ap p ortionment . These cases do not, however, directl y
answer the question about what the court might do with a demand by an out-of-
basin state for a share of a river lying entirely beyond its borders .

One additional point should be made, i .e ., if a transfer to an out-
of-basin state occurs it will almost surely involve a river that is not ye t
fully appropriated . Thus it would involve water that was at least arguabl y
"surplus", or only minimally used, in contrast to the intensive use made of th e
waters of the Laramie and North Platte Rivers apportioned in earlier Suprem e
Court cases . This raises the question whether the "case or controversy" re-
quirement of the federal constitution 2b would be met by such a suit for appor-
tionment, and, as I have argued elsewhere, 27 I believe it is unlikely that th e
court would hold that this requirement was satisfied .

An important distinction between Arizona v . California and a typica l
future apportionment case brought by an out of basin state is geographical .
That is, the Colorado River flows along the borders of the State of Arizona an d
is thus within the jurisdictional reach of that state ; thus if Arizona unilat-
erally built the Central Arizona Project it need not concern itself about in-
vading the territory of any other state . Such would not be true of an attempte d
Columbia River diversion by Arizona or California .

All legal and practical hurdles considered, it becomes clear that th e
Supreme Court is not the best forum for a decision on the apportionment of a
water source for a major interbasin transfer . The breadth and depth of th e
data that must be gathered, sorted, and analyzed in making such a decision, an d
the intensely political nature of the decision, commend it to legislative rathe r
than judicial resolution . Beyond this, even if the Supreme Court found som e
basis for apportioning a river to an out-of-basin state, Congress could stil l
nullify the apportionment and legislate its own division at the next session ,
or any time thereafter .
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Equitable treatment for areas of origi n

What "protections" or "equitable treatment" should be accorded to a n
area of origin in a major interbasin transfer? Just what is an area of origin ?

Why is it entitled to any special consideration? What is meant by "protection "
or by "equitable treatment"? Who should decide such matters ?

The area of origin protection concep t

Though it is not possible to determine the exact historical origi n
of the concept that an area of origin is entitled special protection, it woul d
appear to be a natural byproduct of the same self-interest of humans that moti-
vates many other activities . In the international arena a parallel can be
found in the sovereignty concept which reserves to each nation the control ove r
the use and diversion of waters within its borders . 28

The eastern states riparian system has built-in protections for area s
of origin, generally permitting water to be used only by landowners abuttin g
the body of water . Some eastern states have, by statute, created even more ex-
plicit area of origin protections . The huge water demands of New York City re-
sulted in the enactment of a state statute providing that when the City take s
water from a distant basin it must pay compensation not only for the value o f
the property, buildings and equipment taken but also for all business losse s
and loss of income, both to riparians whose property is actually taken and t o
nearby non-riparians adversely affected . 29

The western appropriation system has no such protections for area s
of origin . Under that system, the first person who diverts water from a strea m
and puts it to beneficial use acquires a legal right to continue such use ,
regardless or whether the use is within or outside the basin of origin . Ove r
the years many of the western states have adopted statutory protections fo r
areas of origin to supplement the prior appropriation doctrine . Though these
statutes will not be examined in detail here they do provide a useful back -
ground for analysis of the problem of area of origin protection .

California has given this issue the most intensive study, firs t
during the Owens Valley controversy 30 in the early part of this century, an d
continuing through the development of the California State Water Project . One
California area of origin statute prohibits the release of any state appropri-
ated water " necessary for the development of" a county of origin . 31 Another
gives the watershed of origin a prior right to "all the water reasonably re-
ouired to adequately supply the beneficial needs of the watershed" : 32 Althoug h
this statute is said to provide a right of recapture, such right has never bee n
exercised, and its effectiveness is questionable . 33

Colorado has a statute requiring contemporaneous construction of com-
pensatory storage dams in the area of origin so that such area will be no wors e
off because of the diversion . 34 Some analysts 35 charge that this requiremen t
causes economic waste because the area of origin may not be prepared to use th e
compensatory storage for many years . Texas prohibits diversion of water from a
basin of origin needed to supply the reasonable future requirements of that re-
gion for the next 50 years . An Oklahoma statute36 directs the State Water Re-
sources Board to reserve to the area of origin sufficient water to take care o f
its present and reasonable future needs .
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States can also provide for the protection of areas of origin i n
interstate compacts . For example, in the 1929 Colorado River Compact the Upper
Colorado River basin states insisted that 7 .5 m .a .f . of the Colorado's flow be
reserved for their future use . 37

1960's Federal Bills for protecting areas of origi n

During the period when Congress was actively considering authoriza-
tion of a study of a Columbia River diversion to the Southwest, the area-of-
origin protection issue emerged as a focal point of conflict . A variety of
proposals were put forward to resolve this conflict .

The two interbasin transfer proposals which gave greatest attentio n
to area-of-origin protections were the Pacific Southwest Water Plan (PSWP) whic h
suggested transfer of Northern California Water to the Colorado Basin, and th e
Colorado River Basin Project Act (CRBP) which in earlier versions recommende d
study of a Columbia River transfer to the Colorado Basin, and in the final ,
enacted version recommended study of lesser interbasin diversions in the Colo-
rado Basin . An analysis of the area-of-origin protections designed into these
proposals provides valuable insights into the different means of handling thi s
problem .

The PSWP basically incorporated California's suggestion that guaran-
tees be provided the area of origin so that costs of future water developmen t
in the areas of origin would not be greater than if there had never been a n
"export of water" . 38 The CRBP provisions were similar, but more detailed an d
more workable . After lengthy debates and numerous amendments the followin g
area of origin protections were incorporated in the 1968 CRBP .

1. That only surplus water, i .e ., water above the area of origin' s
future requirements, would be considered for export . Thus th e
area of origin would be given a priority of right, or right o f
recapture of water in perpetuity to meet its future requirements .

2. That the exporting states would be given a financial guarantee ,
supported by a development fund, to assure a supply of wate r
"adequate to satisfy their ultimate requirements at prices t o
users not adversely affected by the exportation ." 3 9

While at first glance these safeguards appear to be adequate, the y
nonetheless have significant shortcomings .

These provisions have been analyzed in depth elsewhere, and have bee n
criticized for ambi9uity, uncertainty and lack of any institutional structur e
for implementation .

4
0

The NWC recommendations on areas of origi n

The NWC recommended quite a different approach, 41 urging that area s
of origin should receive monetary compensation for net losses incurred as a
result of the transfer . The amount of such compensation will be determined b y
Congress after consideration of estimates furnished by the area of origin, th e
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beneficiaries cf the project, and the Federal agencies involved in the plannin g

and evaluation of the project . Direct beneficiaries of the project who ar e
identifiable should be required to pay their share of these costs as part o f

the reimburseable costs of the project .

The-Environmental movement and major interbasin transfers _

Of the various legal and institutional impediments to a major inter -
basin transfer the most recent is the environmental challenge . Environmenta l
challenges have halted or delayed work on numerous federal, state, and privat e
projects in recent years . The impact of this wave of environmental litigatio n
on major interbasin transfers could be substantial . Certainly careful consid-
eration would have to be given to environmental issues if such a project wer e
p lanned .

Such consideration is required not only by good sense, but also b y
the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA), 42 which requires that all federa l
agencies must "include in every recommendation . . .on proposals for legislatio n
and other major federal actions significantly affecting the quality of th e
human environment" a detailed environmental impact statement . These statement s
must include full information on : (i) the environmental impact of the propose d
action ; (ii) any adverse environmental effects which cannot be avoided shoul d
by proposal be implemented ; (iii) alternatives to the proposed action ; (iv) the
relationship between local short-term uses of man's environment and the main-
tenance and enhancement of long-term productivity ; and (v) any irreversible an d
irretrievable commitments of resources which would be involved if the propose d
action should be implemented . Certainly any proposed large interbasin transfe r
would require an Environmental Impact Statement . Other relevant federal environ-
mental legislation that must be considered would include the Water Pollutio n
Control Act Amendments of 1972, the Fish and Wildlife Coordination Act of 1958 ,
and the National Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972 .

Several specific environmental questions that might be raised about a
future interbasin transfer might include :

1) Increased thermal pollution of the river ;

2) Increased salinity of the river from irrigation of more land an d
from reduction in quantity of flow ;

3) Increased pesticide pollution from irrigation ;

4) Increased air pollution from new industries ;

5) Altered channelization of rivers ;

6) Inadvertent weather modification from massive changes in water us e
and distribution ;

7) Alteration of migratory habits of animals and birds ; and

8) Flooding of wildlife habitat .
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Needless to say these are only illustrative ; many others might b e
mentioned . It is clear, however, that such a project would have a wide rang e
of environmental impacts which would have to be given careful consideration .

International transfers, Canada to the United States :

Several proposals have appeared in recent years for transferrin g
water from Canada to the United States from rivers that would not otherwis e
flow across the border . Although implementation of such proposals is too fa r
in the future to justify detailed study here, there are, nonetheless, a fe w
special legal issues that deserve comment .

No such major international transfer of water now exists in Nort h
America, although they do exist in Africa and in Asia .

Although there is a substantial body of literature available on a
variety of other kinds of international water disputes, relatively little ca n
be found concerning the apportionment, sale, or diversion of waters to a natio n
lying entirely beyond the watershed of origin . The agreements that do exis t
are generally based on the notion of an international sale or trade of water o r
other resources .

As for the relevant principles of international law, no treaty, cus-
tom, or general principle of international law gives the United States an y
legal claim to Canadian water which would not naturally flow along or acros s
this country's border at some point . It follows that Canada need sell or ex -
change water to the United States only when it wants to and under condition s
it finds acceptable .

As for implementation of such a project, in the United States i t
would require only federal action ; state approval is not constitutionally es-
sential, nor could a state's objections stop the project . On the Canadian sid e
approval would be required both by the Canadian federal government and th e
appropriate provincial government or governments . A reluctant provincial gov-
ernment could refuse to export its water and effectively stop the project . 43

The reason for this is that the British North Act of 1867 granted ownership o f
water and land resources to each Province . The Canadian federal governmen t
can, however, veto any export of water by virtue of its treaty-making power an d
the 1955 River Improvements Act .

It is too early to worry much about who should study such proposals .
The International Joint Commission is, of course, a possibility . That Commis-
sion, created by the Boundary Waters Treaty of 1909, is empowered to study re-
ferrals made to it by the two governments and over the years has performed use-
ful service on a variety of international water problems . It was, however ,
subjected to considerable criticism for its role in the studies and negotiation s
leading to the Columbia River Treaty of 1961 and Protocol of 1964 . Its earlie r
experience and traditions apparently had not prepared it to cope with issues s o
large, complex, and controversial as those surrounding the joint development o f
the Columbia . In view of this experience it would be well to consider some
different entity, probably one created for the specific purpose of studyin g
major international water transfers .
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Conclusion

Congress has demonstrated no immediate interest in legislating majo r
interbasin transfers either from the Columbia River, the Mississippi, or else -
where to resolve the worsening water problems of the southwest . However ,
several recent developments suggest that this "solution" may again be raise d
soon . These are :

1) The need for large quantities of water to develop huge oil shal e
and coal deposits in the Rocky Mountain area to meet the nation' s
growing energy demands ;

2) The need for additional water to help resolve worsening salinit y
problems in the Colorado basin resulting from expanding agricul-
ture---problems which will be exacerbated by the anticipated ope n
pit mining of oil shale and coal deposits in the region ;

3) The need for additional water to rescue some large agricultura l
and urban communities in the southwest, especially in Arizona an d
Texas, which are currently dependent on mining limited groun d
water resources that are gradually drying up and will becomeex-
hausted over the next ten to twenty-five years ;

4) The ten-year moratorium ends in 1978 ;

5) Some people believe additional water must be imported into th e
southwest to irrigate more land to "feed a hungry world" .

The National Water Commission recommended a break with past policie s
and a new approach to the evaluation of proposals for major interbasin trans-
fers, saying that they should only be considered :

1) When the interbasin transfer proposal is the least cost source o f
water supply for the purpose, considering all feasible alterna-
tives ;

2) When such a project can pay its own way, i .e ., when the benefici-
aries of imported water can pay all the costs of transfer in-
cluding losses to the area of origin .

3) When the area of origin is fully and fairly compensated, by mone-
tary compensation, for its losses from the report of water .

Congress has neither adopted nor rejected these National Water Commis-
sion recommendations . During the immediate past it has been preoccupied wit h
Vietnam, inflation, recession, the oil crisis and Watergate, and has had littl e
time or budget to devote to huge western water projects . Times change however ,
and rising new demands for southwest water supplies could again make this a
central issue .

I believe it is important to remember that we are one nation . Th e
people of the Pacific Northwest, and elsewhere, should be wary of taking a too -
provincial view of the use and "protection" of their water resources . Th e
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fundamental question is, what is best for the nation, and indeed the world . If ,
for example, it is found that a major interbasin transfer would provide a clea r
advantage to the nation, with only a-minor cost to the Pacific Northwest, o r
other area of origin, then such a transfer should go forward, with appropriat e
compensation to the area of origin for its losses . We now have recommendation s
by the National Water Commission that would, if applied, permit an objectiv e
and realistic evaluation of this issue . We should study these criteria and b e
prepared to meet the day--which could come soon--when major interbasin transfe r
proposals again become central in national politics .

FOOTNOTES

1. Reitze, " Environmental Planning : Law of Land and Resources " , p . 13-50 ,
Pub . by North American International (1974) .

2. The U .S . Supreme Court has held that when the federal government set s
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INTERNATIONAL DIVERSION PROPOSAL S

North American Water
and Power Allianc e

(NAWAPA)

Kuiper ' s Plan Central North Americ a
Water Projec t

(CeNAWP )

NAWAPA & MUSHEC
(Mexico - United States Hydroelectric Comm .)

North American Water s
A Master Pla n

(NAWAMP )
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Grand Cana l

Magnum Pla n

Western States Wate r
Augmentation Concept
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APPENDIX C

In 1974 the federal government adopted new guidelines governing th e
evaluation of federal water projects by the Bureau of Reclamation and Corps o f
Engineers . The new guidelines provide that :

1) The discount rate shall be slightly more than 5% ;

2) Environmental, aesthetic and regional benefits and costs are to
be given more explicit treatment, and weight in the evaluatio n
process ;

3) Because of the additional weight to be given these non-economi c
factors, the evaluation need not show a benefit cost ratio o f
better than one to one in order for the project to be acceptable .

It is still too early to know the impact these guidelines will have on th e
evaluation of projects ; predictions seem to depend on the background and bia s
of the commentator . The three changes noted above are all interrelated an d
reveal the difficulty in predicting the impact of the new guidelines . I t
would be possible, for example, to believe that these guidelines now permi t
federal agencies to " pad" their evaluations with alleged "environmental" bene-
fits from dams, reservoirs, etc ., so as to make suspect projects look econom-
ically stronger . On the other hand, it is possible to believe that additiona l
weight will actually be given to environmental, aesthetic, and regional costs ,
so as to make a given project look less attractive . Much will depend on how
these elements are characterized (i .e ., as "costs" or as "benefits") by thos e
who gather the data and make the evaluation .

By way of background it is relevant to note that the original draf t
of these new guidelines would have required a discount rate of about 7% bu t
just before approving them President Nixon reduced this to about 5% . Thi s
greatly disappointed most economists who thought a discount rate of 7% wa s
more realistic and would offset the tendency of the Bureau and Corps to us e
the greater flexibility of the guidelines to pad the benefit side of th e
equation and underestimate the cost side . As the guidelines now stand, the y
permit greater flexibility in considering the non-economic factors, but the y
make it easier for the agencies to "rig" the results so that projects will loo k
economically more attractive .
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Presented May 8, 1975 by ROBERT E . PFISTER, Department of Geography, Oregon
State University .
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thin the past ten years, state and federal legislation have influ-
enced the management of water resources in the U . S . with the introduction o f
a new policy . This policy recognizes the need for some rivers to remain in a
natural free-flowing condition and has been implemented federally by the estab-
lishment of a National Wild and Scenic River System . Comparable laws have als o
been enacted by numerous state governments . Thus, the criteria employed in th e
classification and protection of free-flowing rivers may depend upon a combina-
tion of federal and state legislation . In this respect, we will first examin e
the legislation from which this new and important water conservation polic y
evolves . Second, we will proceed to examine the challenges facing the imple-
mentation of this policy at the national level and outline some topics fo r
future research .

ENABLING LEGISLATIO N

In the mid-sixties, several concurrent efforts were initiated to pas s
legislation to protect undeveloped rivers in their natural state . With the
passage of both state and federal legislation came various terms to describ e
categories of protected rivers . Such terms as--wild and scenic river, sceni c
waterway, natural river, national river, wilderness waterway, etc .--might be
interpreted to mean the same thing to the casual observer . However, u pon clos e
examination, it should be noted that the legal meaning of such designation s
varies considerably and the variety of nomenclature relates primarily to stat e
legislation rather than federal legislation . In total, twenty-four states hav e
passed legislation which is similar in intent to the well known National Wil d
and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968 (1) .

State Legislatio n

Although this discussion will focus predominantly upon the federa l
legislation because of its major impact upon water resource development trends ,
it is important to give credit to the actions taken by state governments .
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First, it should be pointed out that ten times as many rivers are currentl y
protected under state legislation than under the federal legislation (2) .
Second, two state governments took action to protect important rivers befor e
the federal law was enacted .

In 1965, the Wisconsin legislature was the first state to take actio n
to classify segments of rivers as "free-flowing rivers" in a state system .
The following year Maine became the second state to pass legislation for pro-
tecting rivers . To this date, Maine is the only state solely responsible fo r
administering a national Wild and Scenic River--the Allagash Wilderness Water -

way . To implement the Allagash Wilderness Waterway, the Maine legislatur e
passed a million dollar bond to purchase private land along this 92-mile rive r

(3) .

Before Wisconsin and Maine took legislative action, the state of Min-
nesota in 1963 designated three rivers as official state "canoe route" river s
which provided a basis for a state planning program to insure their protection .
Two years later, the Minnesota Legislature authorized a study of 24 additiona l
rivers for their suitability as part of a state river system, and subsequentl y
authorized a state Wild and Scenic Waterway System .

Following the passage of federal legislation, many states have take n
action to establish a policy for free-flowing rivers as evident in Figure 1 .
In total, twenty-four states have such a policy and all but eight have desig-
nated rivers within the state river system (4) .

1965 1966 1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1974

Figure 1 : States with a program or system to p rotect free -
flowing rivers . As of March, 1975 . (5 )
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It should be mentioned that the dates indicate the establishment o f
the state policy and may not reflect a direct response to the federal law . As
might be expected, efforts to pass state legislation can be a long, drawn-ou t
process . The state of Oregon struggled for four years before passing its Sceni c
Waterway-Bill . The bill first passed the Senate in 1967, but was not acted upo n
in the House . In 1969, the Senate and the House passed different bills, both o f
which died in the Senate-House conference committee when the legislature ad-
journed . Then, in 1970, citizens acted with an initiative petition to have th e
bill placed on the November, 1970, ballot where it was enacted into law by a
two-to-one majority . This was the first local initiative measure to pass o n
public ballot in 14 years (6) . In the bill, segments of six rivers were desig-
nated and one more river has since been added by agency recommendation .

Federal Legislation

The National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act designated 8 "instant" river s
as components of the federal system and suggested the study of 27 other river s
for possible inclusion into the national system . The act authorized 17 million
dollars for land acquisition by direct acquisition of private land, or sceni c
easement up to 320 acres per river mile . In January of 1975, 2 .1 millio n
dollars were appropriated by Congress for the study of 29 rivers as potentia l
additions to the system .

THE CHALLENGE OF IMPLEMENTATIO N

Implementation of the federal legislation was immediate . Within one
year after passage, a management plan was required for each of the eight desig-
nated rivers and a 10 year moratorium on dam construction was in effect for th e
study rivers . If we examine closely the implementation of this important law ,
it seems possible to identify two general problem areas : 1) those difficultie s
associated with the addition of study rivers to the system, and 2) those diffi-
culties associated with the management of designated rivers .

At the last count, the Pacific Northwest accounted for 3 of the eigh t
federally designated rivers and 10 study rivers . To this, one can add 7 stat e
scenic waterways and a dozen potential study rivers . Currently, the Orego n
Legislature is considering bills which would designate segments of the Clacka-
mas River and the Snake River as Scenic Waterways .

The First Step :	 Designatio n

What is the difficulty in designating a free-flowing river ?

The basic difficulty is that leaving a river in "free-flowing condi-
tion" runs counter to the contemporary tradition of water resource development .
This can be symbolized by the dam construction projects within many rive r
basins . The new law symbolized a dynamic and new direction for conservatio n
policy . As a result, the land management agencies charged with carrying ou t
the study of candidate rivers were not always prepared for the task . They
lacked prior experience with water policy and had not hired professional s
trained in hydrology, watershed management, or water resource fields until re-
cently . Thus, the responsibility for carrying out the federal program was '
commonly assigned to land management professionals who had not previously bee n
involved with broad scale water policy problems .
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In addition, another important piece of legislation was influencin g
the same federal agencies during this time . Roadless areas greater than 5,00 0
acres were being reviewed and evaluated for possible recommendation as wilder-
ness study areas . The National Wild and Scenic Rivers Act of 1968 and the
National Wilderness Preservation System Act of 1964 were simultaneously addin g
a new work load to agencies responsible for implementing the respective pro -
grams . To the general public, the 1968 Wild and Scenic Rivers Act could b e
regarded as a corollary to the Wilderness Act but some important difference s
exist between them which should not be overlooked .

First, it is recognized that the 1964 Wilderness Act did not create a
new land use designation unfamiliar to administering agencies . The Act gav e
the " wilderness" designation an important legislativesanction but the category
had already existed as an administrative designation within the U . S . Forest
Service for as long as 40 years . The first "official" wilderness area is con-
sidered to be the one established by Aldo Leopold in 1924 on the Gila Nationa l
Forest .

In the Northwest, most of the Cascade wilderness areas carried admin-
istrative designations such as "primitive" or "limited" areas long before th e
legislative designation . By contrast, a "wild and scenic river" was not pre -
ceded by any administrative category . The agencies were not readily familia r
with the new protective category nor the recreational values associated wit h
free-flowing rivers .

A second noteworthy difference concerns the characteristics of the A )
area designated and B) its alternative uses :

A) Wilderness area is large tracts of land (5,000 acres or more) ,
free of roads, and under exclusive jurisdiction of the federa l
agencies charged with their protection .

A wild and scenic river is simply a narrow ribbon, a free-flowin g
waterway together with its riparian environment ; occasionall y
paralleled by a secondary road, and often under the multipl e
jurisdiction of federal, state, and local agencies as well a s
private owners of land .

B) In considering the economic question of alternative use, man y
wilderness areas in the Pacific Northwest can be labeled "on-the-
rocks" wilderness . These are characterized as high alpine area s
with glaciers, lofty peaks, and wild flowers, and the lower ele-
vations have been left to the timber industry . In economic terms ,
the wilderness areas therefore have a high comparative advantag e
to be so classified with economic interests voicing littl e
opposition .

By contrast, many wild and scenic rivers have a high comparativ e
value for several competing uses such as hydro-electric power ,
summer homes and lodges, or other development-oriented options .
Thus, for example, when the University of Idaho conducted a 3 -
year research project to identify and quantify the present an d
future resource potential on the Salmon River (7), its task wa s
divided into a series of 15 sub-projects suggesting the breadt h
and variety of activities related to rivers .
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The sub-projects included :

1 . Agriculture 9 . Irrigatio n

2 . Archaeology 10 . Navigatio n

.3 . . Commercial and 11 . Outdoor Recreatio n

Sport Fisheries

	

'
12 . Range Resources

4 . Flood control
13 . -Transportation an d

5 . History Access

6 . Forest Resources 14 . Water for Municipa l

7 . Hunting
and Industrial Use

15 . Water Quality
8 . Hydroelectric Power

Control

The'data from these sub - projects was used in a benefit-cost model wit h
the purpose of evaluating the opportunity cost in preserving the river . The
result was an even choice between recreational values and hydroelectric power .

Management Challenges .

The management and administration of a designated river is comple x
and challenging . The difficulties not only include problems associated wit h
the protected area but also With various activities occurring outside the de-
signated area .

Consider the Rogue River as an example . The free-flowing c'hararter
of the river--both quantity-and quality--is potentially :influenced by th e
following conditions :

1. Applegate Dam and -two other authorized dams ; .

2. Municipal' sewage discharges at Grants Pass,, and other comanwmi ti es ;

3. Land use practices of forestry, industry, agriculture, summe r
homes, etc . ;

4. Jet boat traffic in the wild river area represents a non-conformin g
use that originates downstream of the designated river area . Thi s
historic use pattern of the river was not altered by the classifi-
cation although it creates: a management problem .

	

=s

Within the designated river area, the major problem is primarily re-
lated to the seasonal use by visitors seeking river recreation opportunitie s
(8) . Most managers and some users appear to be concerned with the curren t
growth trend . The opinion of some is that seasonal use is out of control an d
the increasing popularity requires strong regulatory controls . For the Rogue ,
two seasons of census data show significant increases in river recreatio n
participation (see Figure 2) :
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TYPE OF GROUP

	

1973 1974 Amt . Chang e ,

Commercial Trips

	

3340 3714 +11 %

Non-Commercial Trips

	

1002 1718 +71 %

Hikers

	

809 1236 +53%

Total

	

5151 6668 +29%

Figure 2 : Number of People Per Season (9)

This rapid increase in recreational use forced the Governor's offic e
to appoint a Rogue River Study Group consisting of two representatives of eac h

of the federal, state, and county agencies responsible for the river . Thei r
responsibility was to review questions about management of the Wild River Are a
and the options for controlling use to minimize social and environmental prob-
lems . Unfortunately, the various agencies did not have the lead time to in-
vestigate the nature of the management problems or to evaluate the success o f
various control options previously instituted in other areas .

In the Pacific Northwest, a number of "research needs" have bee n
identified based upon formal meetings with river managers and many informa l

discussions (10) . Let me review some of the problem areas that have bee n
identified as needing solution :

1. Document crucial "baseline" information now . It is important to
determine current conditions of the river and the riverine en-
vironments before they are modified by use or future managemen t
practices .

2. Examine "effective communication" for people-management . Thi s
would include the effectiveness of various educational technique s
to minimize human impact of the river area . For example, th e
Boundary Waters Canoe Area requires a short audio-visual cours e
before the issuance of a use permit to the visitor . Research to
determine the effectiveness of this method and others for modify-
ing human behavior would be beneficial .

3. Determine public and agency attitudes toward Wild and Sceni c

Rivers . Many current river plans were formulated with only mini-
mal information on the preferences and attitudes of the seasona l

users . Current use regulations are largely based on agency assump-
tions about the recreational resource without empirical evidenc e
to support them .
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Determine the effect of use-regulations upon the management goals .
Since use-regulations have been put into effect, there has no t
been any monitoring of their social impact . What demands hav e
been placed upon agencies as the result of the regulations an d
are they cost effective? What have the regulations done to change s
in users' perceptions, and changes in the physical environment ?
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5. An economic analysis of the commercial and sport fisherie s

resource .

6. Development of planning guidelines for communities restricted b y

scenic easements with wild and scenic rivers (e .g ., Agness, Oregon) .
Communities affected by scenic easements face difficult plannin g

problems with limited financial resources .

7. Develop methodologies for adequately estimating the intangibl e
values of the wild and scenic rivers (other than by opportunit y
costs and assess the tradeoffs .

8. Assess the effects of noise and visual pollution from loggin g
operations and jet boats upon the individuals seeking primitiv e
river experiences . Analysis of user perception of commercial a s
well as tourist-related noise would be useful in developing reg u
lations not currently covered by scenic easements .

9. Determine the appropriate instream flow levels for a variety o f
recreational uses, such as fishing, boating, and white-wate r
rafting . These instream flows should be translated into a manage-
ment framework (i .e ., quality of fishery, temperature, and rol e
of regulatory dams) .

10. Determine the impact of current methods of human waste disposa l
(i .e ., burying versus technological innovations) in differen t
soil types, shoreline gradients, inundation frequencies, and s o
forth .

11. Determine what is the cumulative impact to the campsite areas a s
a result of seasonal use .

12. Assess the sociological and the legal implications of limitation s
on the number of persons allowed to enter the wild and sceni c
rivers for recreational purposes .

13. Investigate the interactions between power boaters, floaters, an d
non-boaters in terms of their perceptions of each other, the pub-
lic interest, and the extent to which these activities are comple-
mentary .

14. Evaluate the problem of multiple jurisdictions . For example, th e
Coast Guard, Forest Service, Bureau of Land Management, Stat e
Marine Board, State Scenic Waterways, Water Resource Board, hav e
responsibility for regulation, licensing, water rights, watershe d
management, public safety, construction, etc . All of thes e
agencies and their several activities impinge upon one another an d
the jurisdictions are often unclear .

15. Investigate the question of public safety . What action is accep-
table which still would preserve a strictly primitive experienc e
in contrast to the experience found in an intensely managed park .
The question of public safety needs should be investigated i n
terms of both user and agency perceptions . This is especiall y
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important since there seems to be formal agreement regarding th e
level of responsibility expected of agencies by the public fo r
insuring safety .

16. Evaluate the extert to which management options may promote pub-
lic safety without impinging upon the risk-taking experienc e
sought by river users .

17. Assess the economic impact of the river outfitters and touris t
industries in the area . There is little information available o n
the effects of tourism in the area .

18. Determine the carrying capacity for recreation within the rive r
areas for both the social and environmental goals . Work of thi s
nature has been done for wilderness areas but carrying capacit y
research is still relatively new to river recreation . (11) .

CONCLUSION

In summary, we note that Congress has enacted legislation for pro-
tecting selected rivers in a free-flowing condition and twenty-four states hav e
enacted comparable legislation . Many challenges still remain for the estab-
lishment and management of effective federal and state river systems . Some of
the problems may be productive avenues for university research . This involve-
ment by researchers can facilitate the process of evaluating candidate river s
for inclusion into the system or in the management of designated river segments .

For those who might consider future involvement with this researc h
area, there are three observations that are worthy of mention (12) .

1. Tunnel Vision of Agencie s

First, each of the agencies involved in wild and scenic river s
often approaches problem-solving from within a set of establishe d
traditions and particular range of alternatives . This is commonl y
referred to as "mission orientation" . By agency mandate, thi s
approach may fail to look at a broader scope of the problem an d
its ramifications . University researchers might serve as mor e
neutral observers ; unhampered by jurisdictional constraints o f
agencies, and capable of a broader look at water resource problems .

2. Long-Range Consideration s

Agencies, in some circumstances, perceive research strictly i n
terms of providing "the answer" to an immediate problem . Quite
often the more important role of research in the decision-makin g
process is distorted when only short-term solutions are required .
Long-range considerations require time-series information an d
extensive review of published literature and a more complet e
systems analysis in order to comprehend or anticipate the lon g
range implication of particular courses of action and the problem s
associated with them .
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3 . Problem of State vs Federal Right s

Researchers should be aware of the conflict between state an d

federal agencies in the area of states' rights . ,This conflic t
has been manifested in many issues such as civil rights legisla-
tion and also in water resource programs . The Wild and Sceni c
Rivers Act simply provides a new focus for the existing conflict .
All the legal aspects of water rights in the West are not ye t
settled and many responsibilities are tenuously shared by th e
state and federal agencies .

It is recognized that this discussion is but a brief introduction t o
a complex and involved topic . Certainly, many other observations could b e
noted concerning the policy to protect free-flowing and undeveloped rivers .
However, attention should be focussed upon the opportunity for the Universit y
to initiate cooperative research on the problems facing the agencies carryin g
out the policy . There is little question that the success of the policy wil l
be based upon a detailed understanding of each unique study river area and th e
recreational phenomenon associated with it .

FOOTNOTES

1. U .•S . Congress, Public Law 90-542, 90th Congress, S . 119, October 2, 1968 .

2. As of December, 1974, the federal Wild and Scenic River system consiste d
of nine designated rivers and the equivalent state protected river system s
consisted of 116 designated rivers .

3. National Geographic Society, Wilderness U .S .A .

4. Those states which have an official river system or program but have no t
yet designated rivers are : Florida, Georgia, Indiana, Massachusetts ,
Minnesota, Pennsylvania, South Carolina, and Virginia .

5. The information for this figure was obtained from a Bureau of Outdoor Rec-
reation summary sheet (March 5, 1975) attached to personal correspondenc e
with Mr . Daniel Ehrlich .

6. Willner, Don S . "Persistence Puts Waterways on the Ballot", Sunday
Oregonian, Portland, July 19, 1970, pg . 2E .

7. Michaelson, E . L . and Hamilton, Joel . Summary Report :	 A Methodology
Study to Develop Evaluation Criteria for Wild and Scenic Rivers . Univer-
sity of Idaho, December 1973 .

8. Kadera, Jim . "Wild River Boating May be Curbed", Sunday Oregonian ,
Portland, October 6, 1974, pg . 1 .

9. Census Summary, Rogue Wild River Recreational Use (Summer Season) attache d
to correspondence from Mr . Doug Henry, Bureau of Land Management, Medfor d
District Office, April 22, 1975 .
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10. Doerksen, Harvey . Regional Problem Analysis in the Pacific Northwest .
(March 1975 completion report for OWRT, Project B-056-WASH .) Washingto n
State University, Pullman, Washington .

11. Pfister, Robert E . and Robert E . Frenkel . Interim Report :	 Field Investi-
gations of River Use within the Wild River Area of the Rogue River, Orego n
Submitted to Oregon State Marine Board, December, 1974 .

12. Doerksen, pl. cit .
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Presented May 15, 1975 by DR . WILSON E . SCHMISSEUR, Department of Agricultura l

Economics, Oregon State University .

Water eeawwataut

a«d Tvte9ated /49/tiedreete

Those of us who are familiar with water use statistics for irrigate d
agriculture in Oregon, or for that matter the western United States ,

readily know that this industry is not noted for its water use efficiency . O n
the contrary, it has an infamous reputation for water use inefficiency .

It's not uncommon to have reported water transportation losses of 2 5
to 50 percent ocDurring between the initial point of stream diversion an d
farmer headgate . It's not uncommon to find published water delivery to farme r
data in Oregon showing water deliveries of 4 .0 to 8 .2 acre feet per irrigabl e
acre when the maximum quantity of water required to irrigate the most wate r
demanding crop commonly grown in this state is estimated at around 3 .0 acr e
feet per irrigable acre . And, it's not uncommon to see a large majority o f
farmers irrigating with a basic irrigation system that has a water applicatio n
efficiency of about 44 percent when there exist other technically feasibl e
systems with higher water application efficiencies . For example, sprinkle r
and drip systems have application efficiencies approaching 65 and 90-95 percent ,
respectively .

These isolated water use statistics are rather revealing and in man y
respects rather condemning . In a resource conservation minded society, statis-
tics such as these prompt the following type of questions . What determine s
what water conservation practices, if any, are adopted over time by irrigate d
agriculture? What policies, practices, and factors or situations affect wate r
conservation in irrigated agriculture and what are their effects, and what ca n
be done to improve water use efficiency in this industry .

Each of these questions is addressed here . To limit the scope of thi s
rather broad-based topic or issue, our focal point is the irrigation distric t

. and its farmer clientele . An irrigation district in its most fundamental for m
is a service organization of its water users ; it's owned, operated, and con -
trolled by the people it serves .
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But before the task is begun a more rigorous definition of wate r
conservation is needed . In a technical sense water conservation can be de -
fined to include those activities which :

(1) increase water delivery to crops from existing supplies by re-
ducing district and on-farm water transportation losses ;

(2) maintain the level of water delivery to crop site but increas e
utilization efficiency ;

(3) reduce the variability of crop yield associated with a give n
water supply by diminishing climatic effects of frost, summe r
heat, wind, etc ., and by diminishing biological effects of di-
sease and insects ;

(4) reduce the year to year variability of district water supplies .

VARIOUS ACTIVITIE S

Type 1 activities involve greater total on-farm supply of water t o
crops by reducing district and on-farm delivery system losses by such activi-
ties as canal and lateral lining or piping, moss and weed control, or bette r
water demand scheduling which reduces water waste at the ends of the cana l
system . The impact of these typesof activities is shown graphically i n
Figure 1 by increasing the level of on-farm water use from XI to X 2 with a
corresponding increase in crop yield per acre from Y 1 to Y 2 .

Type 2 activities involve no more water delivery to crop site bu t
more utilization efficiency . This could be achieved by using new technologie s
which assure greater water uptake by crops thereby minimizing plant stres s
generated by low water availability in the soil . An example of this type o f
activity involves improved irrigation management and the use of more precis e
irrigation systems which can be used to quickly adjust water availability t o
plant water demand . Capital intensive sprinkler or drip irrigation method s
combined with high levels of management provide this capability . Transfer o f
water from land of lower productivity to that of higher potential productivit y
is another example of this type of activity . The impact of all these action s
is expressed graphically in Figure 2 by shifting from the Y i response functio n
to the higher Y j response function .

Type 3 activities involve use of irrigation technology which measure s
plant stress, which could adversely affect yield, and quickly responds wit h
the appropriate levels and form of water . A number of irrigation systems
available commercially are capable of doing this . Type 3 activities coul d
also include such dissimilar practices as planting improved varieties of crop s
and increased use of herbicides and insecticides . The net results of all o f
these types of activities is to reduce the variability of crop yield associa-
ted with a given supply of water . They, in effect, narrow the probability
band of likely outcomes shown in Figure 3 .
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The ability to store water and transfer it from one year to anothe r

is an example of type 4 activity . This capability could reduce the on-farm
role of crop diversification which utilizes low income - low water demandin g
crops in conjunction with high income - high water demanding crops as a hedg e
against water supply uncertainty .

QUESTION OF CHOICE

Now the question, "What determines the water conservation practice s
adopted by irrigated agriculture?" Implementation of any of the four general-
ized water conservation activities transcends purely technical concerns . I t
involves economic issues of considerable importance in resource allocation .
It is economic benefit at the farm level which provides the primary drivin g
force in determining the water conservation practices adopted by farmers an d
irrigation districts . The situation is often encountered where choices ar e
technically feasible, but are not implemented because it is not profitable t o
do so . Hydroponics is a historic example . It is employed commercially in th e
U .S . only in very isolated cases simply because either it is not profitable t o
produce a particular crop with that system or other system choices will do th e
same job at lower cost .

To determine whether type 1 water conservation activities are econo-
mically feasible, the incremental value of production from the additiona l
water conserved must be measured against the cost of obtaining the additiona l
water . In a graphic sense, this means that the cost of the incremental in -
crease in water shown as AX in Figure 1 must be less than the value of th e
additional production generated, shown as AY . A further stipulation is tha t
this evaluation is made on that crop or crop combination which generates th e
highest incremental increase in income for the given increase in water supply .
If the effect is negative, or is less than the return potential from alterna-
tive capital investment opportunities, the water conservation practice canno t
be justified on economic grounds . Criteria other than economic optimizatio n
may, however, temper the decision choice .

Adoption of new technology which is water conserving follows the sam e
economic rationale as type 1 . For example, assume a situation where a farme r
is considering conversion from flood to a sprinkler system . If the economic :
gain associated with converting from the original flood system represented a s
Yi in Figure 2 to Yj with sprinkler irrigation is positive and higher than an y
other alternative use for capital, then the new system is more economicall y
feasible than the old one .

In an economic sense, type 3 and 4 activities are more complex than 1
and 2 . Addition of uncertainty to the decision process changes the respons e
functions in Figures 1 and 2 from unique and single valued input-output rela-
tionships to a probability distribution of output for each unique input level .
In Figure 3, for example, if the quantity X 1 of water is applied with a floo d
irrigation system, the long-run expected average output will be represented b y
the solid line . However, for any given year, the actual output may range fro m
the lower to the upper dashed line with some specified probability of occurrence .
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Some conservation practices, for a given water supply, might reduc e
the range of outcome by shifting the lower band upward . This reduces th e
risk associated with the outcome by narrowing the band of probable outcomes .
Economic evaluations of these types of activities requires comparison of th e
cost of shrinking or reducing the probability distribution band against th e
value of reducing the variation in annual outcomes .

POLICIES, PRACTICES AND FACTOR S

Now to address the question, "What policies, practices, and factor s
or situations affect water conservation in irrigated agriculture and what ar e
their conservation effects?" This discussion is once again limited to th e
irrigation district and its farmer clientele . The items discussed include :

(1) district water pricing ;

(2) water supply and/or supply restrictions ; and

(3) exogenous factors .

Pricing of water has been employed by irrigation districts in a limi-
ted way for conservi-ng and allocating water to individual farm users . The
critic of irrigated agriculture would point out that districts basically us e
this policy only as a means to balance their budget . That is, a water price
is established which will pay annual amortization of capital construction costs ,
annual operation and maintenance costs, and rehabilitation and better changes .
Water pricing has been basically employed as a passive policy rather than a n
active, aggressive, effective water conservation tool .

Generally, a combination of both fixed .and variable water charges ar e
used by irrigation districts . In some cases only fixed charges are levied .
Fixed charges are levied on a per acre basis and entitle the acre to receive a
fixed quantity of water known as a base allotment . In most cases fixed charge s
do not serve a policy role for conserving water at the farm level because th e
base allotment relative to crop water demand is usually excessive and once th e
allotment is purchased its use becomes that of a free good .

As the street hawker would say, "once you pay your money you can se e
the show ." And once you pay you usually do stay ; you stay to see it all ; you
consume it all . And so it is with water, air, gasoline or anything that' s
allocated in this manner .

On the other hand, a variable water charge is at least theoreticall y
designed to affect or ration water use . This policy prices water on a pe r

unit of use basis . The unit price for water may be constant or on a slidin g
scale for increasing increments of water . In practice, however, variabl e
water pricing policies are mostly ineffective simply because the unit price o f
water is set too low .
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WATER CONSERVATION

Nonetheless, it is known through both economic theory and empirica l
observation that an effective water pricing policy can promote water conserva-
tion at the farm level . When water price is high relative to direct substi-
tutes, the substitutes are used instead . Also water waste is reduced . Water
substitutes include such items as management, tillage practices, herbicides ,
and irrigation system technology .

A district's water supply and/or distribution system restrictions ar e
known to promote water conservation at both the irrigation district and o n
farm level . For example, a continually limited water supply, a high variabl e
water supply with a high probability of occurrence of low water supply condi-
tions, or structural restrictions, such as canal or lateral capacity an d
pumping capacity in peak water demand periods, promote water conservation . An
excess water supply, relatively stable water supply conditions, and exces s
distribution system capacity, coupled with an adequate water supply, promot e
water use inefficiency .

Restrictions or restrictive water supply conditions make water "dear "
in supply . The conservation effect at the farm level is the same as increasin g
water price . If water is limited in supply or highly variable in supply ,
direct substitutes are used to replace water input and it becomes economica l
to reduce water waste at the farm level . It also becomes economical for irri-
gation districts to reduce transportation losses and water waste by improve d
management, canal, and lateral lining or piping, negotiating holdover storag e
agreements, etc .

The problem with relying on a limited water supply or supply restric-
tions to promote water conservation is that any district action which increase s
water supply, reduces supply variability, or eliminates distribution syste m
restrictions encourages water use inefficiencies . Consequently, a water con-
servation paradox develops . This paradox can be observed in many of the irri-
gation districts in Oregon . The symptom of the paradox is a vigorous conser-
vation action program at the district level which might include canal lining ,
lateral piping, waste water reclamation and moss, algae and weed control whil e
only minimal or no conservation effects are expended at the farm level .

Exogenous factors or situations also affect water conservation i n
irrigated agriculture . Examples of exogenous factors include : technologica l
advances (i .e ., development of more water efficient crop varieties or irriga-
tion methods, etc .), economic conditions, public and political pressures, an d
labor price .

With respect to labor price, the quality and availability of irriga-
tion labor as reflected in labor price is considered as an exogenous facto r
affecting water conservation as labor price is not affected by either irrigatio n
districts or irrigated agriculture . The effect of labor price is observed i n
irrigation system selection . That is, as the price of labor increases it be -
comes economical to operate labor saving irrigation systems such as sprinkle r
or drip systems . These systems, although they require a high level of manage-
ment to be operated efficiently, are not only labor saving but they also ar e
(relative to other systems) water saving as well .
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For example, the water application efficiency of flood and center -
pivot sprinkler systems is estimated at 44 and 65 percent, respectively, an d
labor requirements are .76 and .14 hour per acre per irrigation set, respec-
tively . Thus, the rising price of labor promotes labor efficient irrigatio n
systems which are also more water efficient . Its impact on other water con-
servation activities dependson their labor intensity . In an era of rising
relative labor price, labor intensive conservation activities are discouraged .

HOW TO IMPROVE EFFICIENC Y

The last question to be addressed is : "What can be done to improv e
water use efficiency of this industry?" There appear to be several plausible ap-
proaches which might include relying on exogenous factors such as technologica l
change, or public and political pressure to promote water use efficiency--- a
somewhat passive approach---or relying on water pricing or rationing to affec t
water use efficiency . Water pricing or rationing appears to be the most effec-
tive of the two alternatives simply because it can affect change at a mor e
controlled rate .

A water rationing scheme would basically involve the reallocation o f
water rights within the industry itself or possibly to other competing uses .
The impact of this approach would make water more dear in supply and thus af-
fect its conservation, i .e ., water substitutes would tend to replace wate r
input . This approach to the problem is steeped in legal and political consid-
erations and, presently, does not appear to be a viable solution . Even if water
rationing or redistribution was acceptable, there is a major limitation i n
this approach in that any farmer or irrigation district action which increase s
water supply reduces the positive water conservation impact of water rationin g
or redistribution .

Water pricing simply enough involves increasing the price of water t o
a level which encourages a desired state of water use efficiency . The wate r
price which impacts water conservation would depend on water supply conditions ,
water distribution system restrictions, the water pricing scheme itself, i .e . ,
uniform price or peak demand price, the desired level of water use efficiency ,
etc .

For example, by using a mathematical model of an operating irrigatio n
district in Oregon, it was estimated that the price of water to the farm use r
would have to be increased from $2 .00 per acre foot to $30 per acre foot durin g
the peak demand month of June to make it profitable for all farm water users t o
convert from flood to side-roll sprinkler methods . A uniform water price o f
$16 per acre foot would have the same impact .

The advantages of water pricing policy to promote water conservatio n
are basically three : (1) the policy works irrespective of water supply condi-
tions or distribution system restrictions, (2) if conditions change wate r
pricing policy is more flexible than a water rationing or redistributio n
policy, and (3) the policy is effective and subject to control .
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Presented May 22, 1975, by DR . LARRY BOERSMA, Department of Soil Science ,

Oregon State University .

Vate/t aad 9ood
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The availability of fresh water measured in terms of quantity an d
place of occurrence is one of the crucial problems in the evaluation of ade-
quacy of resources for the continued development of mankind . This availability
may in the future place constraints on the ultimate size of populations and o n
the standard of living that populations of any density will be able to enjoy .
The need for water increases rapidly with higher living standards . Large
quantities of water are needed in manufacturing processes of all kinds, powe r
generation, home use, and food production . Producing one egg requires abou t
120 gallons of water, producing one loaf of bread requires 300 gallons, puttin g
one pound of beef on the table requires 3,500 gallons :

This presentation will consider the importance of water for foo d
production . The supply of water for agriculture has played an important rol e
in the development of society . The distribution of vegetation over the surfac e
of the earth is controlled more by the availability of water than by any othe r
single factor . Regions where rainfall is abundant and evenly distribute d
throughout the growing season have dense vegatations . Where summer droughts
are frequent and severe, forests do not grow and are replaced by grassland .

Further decrease in rainfall results in semi-desert and finall y
desert . Water derives this great ecological importance from its effect on th e
growth of plants . Without water, crop growth is limited . Regions where cro p
growth was restricted by water supply have not been able to support the devel-
opment and growth of complex societies . History shows many examples of th e
collapse of societies which could not solve water management problems . Notabl e
among these are the large scale irrigation developments that failed to survive ,
for example those of the Tigris-Euphrates, Carthage, and the Ho-Ho-Kam o f
Arizona .

Water is essential for plant growth . Plant life evolved in th e
ancient seas during the early years of the earth . After plants left the
aqueous environment they evolved adaptations to maintain a high water conten t
within their cells even though these are surrounded by air . Almost every plant
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process is affected directly or indirectly by the water supply . Metaboli c
activity of cells and plants is closely related to their water content . Water
serves as a solvent, a reagent, a transport vehicle, and for the maintenanc e
of turgidity .

Plants obtain the water they need by absorbing it from the soi l
through an extensive root system . Unfortunately, most of the water taken u p
by plants immediately passes through them and is evaporated at the leaf sur-
faces . Only a very small fraction becomes part of the permanent plant struc-
ture . The path followed by the water from the soil through the plants i s
shown schematically in Figures 1 and 2 .

RATE OF TRANSPIRATION

The rate of water uptake required to maintain well functionin g
plants depends largely on the rate of transpiration . The ability of the soi l
reservoir to supply plants with adequate water is therefore determined by th e
interaction between the evaporative demand at the leaf surfaces and the wate r
content and water conducting properties of the soil . As long as the soil and
root system are able to meet the evaporative demand, the plant will be wel l
supplied with water . However, when the atmospheric demand exceeds the ability
to supply sufficient water, plants begin to desiccate .

An array of plant processes that are adversely affected by wate r
shortages is presented in Figure 3, where the response to water stress is ex -
pressed by a scale ranging from very sensitive, indicating a response whic h
occurs as soon as the demand function exceeds the supply function, to relativel y
insensitive, indicating a response which occurs in severely desiccated plants .
Low degrees of water stress are not necessarily the result of a limited suppl y
of soil water . These could occur when a high evaporative demand develop s
rapidly during the course of a warm, sunny, day .

In response to this demand the water immediately adjacent to roo t
surfaces is rapidly withdrawn and the roots may not be able to reach the wate r
at greater distances because of the restrictive conductivity of the soil t o
water . It is important to note in Figure 3 that some of the most basic pro-
cesses of plant growth such as cell enlargement, cell wall synthesis, and pro-
tein synthesis are extremely sensitive to water stress . This tabulation make s
it clear how important it is to maintain a high soil water content to assure a
productive, healthy development of commercial crops .

PROBLEMS OF EXCESS WATE R

A farmer not only faces the need to assure sufficient water for hi s
plants, but must also deal with problems of excess water . Too much water make s
cultivation difficult, causes erosion, damages crops, promotes plant diseases ,
and may make it impossible to harvest at the proper time . Thus, many spec-
ialized systems of farming develop, all based on the need to cope with a wid e
range of water problems . Two climatic conditions are characterized by Table s
1 and 2 . Table 1 shows the water balance of a region with excess rainfal l
during most of the year, although water shortage occurs during the summer months .
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Figure 1 . Schematic diagram showing path of water from the soil to th e
root hairs and through the plant to the leaf cells . At th e
leaf cells the water evaporates and diffuses through th e
intercellular spaces to the atmosphere, passing through th e
stomata .
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Figure 2 . Schematic diagram of the diffusion path in the leaf . Arrows

indicate the passage of water from the xylem vessels to th e

mesophyll cells . Evaporation occurs at the surfaces of the

mesophyll cell walls .
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Figure 3 . The sensitivity of several plant processes to water stress .
The length of the horizontal bars indicates the range o f
stress which affects the corresponding process .
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Table 1 . Monthly water balance at Astoria, Oregon .

	

The average

potential evaporation was calculated based on climatic data .

Period
Average
Prec .

Average
Pot .

	

Evap .
Defici t
PE- P

	 inches	

January 11 .6 0 . 7

February 10.0 1 . 0

March 8 .8 1 . 2

April 5 .2 2 . 0

May 3 .2 2 . 7

June 2 .9 3 .5 0 . 6

July 1 .4 4 .0 2 . 6

August 1 .5 3 .7 2 . 2

September 3 .1 2 . 8

October 7 .7 2 . 0

November 11 .2 1 . 2

December 14 .2 0 . 9

TOTAL 80 .8 5 .4
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Table 2 . Monthly water balance at Blalock, Oregon . The average potentia l

evaporation was calculated based on climatic data .

Period
Average
Prec .

Average
Pot .

	

Evap .
Defici t
PE-P

	 inches	

January 1 .7 0 . 0

February 1 .2 0 . 2

March 0 .8 1 . 2

April 0.5 2 .4 0. 4

May 0 .6 3 .5

	

. 1 .9

	

'

June 0 .5 5 .0 2 . 9

July 0 .1 6 .7 4 . 5

August 0.1 5 .9 6 . 6

September 0 .5 3 .4 5, 8

October 0.6 2 .0 2 . 9

November 1 .7 0 .7 1 . 4

December 1 .5 0 . 2

TOTAL 10.0 26 .4
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Under these conditions plants would have the water stored in th e
soil available to them during the growing season . The required amount o f
water could be stored in about three feet of soil . Farmers rely entirely on
the amount of water provided by nature and stored by the soil in many region s
of the world . In these areas farmers face the threat of floods caused by
excess water and the threat of droughts caused by long rainless periods whe n
water is needed by the crops .

These regions often require substantial investments in measures to
deal with excess water . These include : tile drainage, the development o f
channels for flood control, flood control structures, dams, and contour farmin g
The ingenuity and tenacity which has been exhibited by farmers all over th e
world to deal with these hazards of nature can only be called extraordinary .

A totally different type of agriculture develops under the condi-
tions shown in Table 2 . Here, the total annual rainfall is far less than th e
average potential evaporation . The difference between potential evapotrans-
piration, which is the amount of water required by a healthy growing crop, an d
the available precipitation is very large during the growing season . Agricul-
ture can only be practiced by supplying water by means of irrigation . Farmers
who practice irrigated agriculture face hazards no less severe than thos e
faced by their counterparts dealing with problems of excess water . Their con-
cerns are with the loss of the water supply through breaks in canals, mal-
functioning of irrigation equipment, or dust storms .

Water indeed plays an extremely important role, if not the mos t
important role in food production . A farmer has to deal with many hazard s
including plant diseases, pests, fertilizer availability, financing, and wate r
supply . He has the least control over water supply . Farming is a hazardou s
enterprise . It is well to remember that farmers have served mankind well . I t
is important to be knowledgeable about problems faced by the producer of ou r
daily bread when criticizing some of the methods used by him . It may be aes-
thetically satisfying to leave a river which drains flood waters in its natura l
state . But when the river channel needs to be straightened and deepened t o
avoid the regular recurrence of floods which may destroy thousands of acres o f
productive land, the need for protection from flooding should also be considered .

CURRENT AND FUTURE WATER NEED S

An estimate of the total amount of water in the world and its dis-
tribution (Table 3) shows that most of the water is in the oceans . The nex t
largest quantity is locked in ice caps and glaciers . The sources of wate r
available for farming are the fresh water lakes, water in stream channels, an d
the sub-surface waters including the water in the unsaturated zone and th e
shallow and deep lying groundwater reservoirs . Most of present day agricultur e
is based on the use of water stored in the soil, in the unsaturated, aerate d
zone, during'the rainy season .

This water is available for plant growth during the growing season .
Only about 14 percent of the world's farmland is irrigated . The adequacy o f
present water supplies must be considered in terms of future water needs . The
earth contains 32 billion acres of land . Of these about 25 percent or 8
billion acres are suitable for cultivated crops . Another 25 percent or 8
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Table 3 . Water supplies of the earth

Volume

	

Percent
Location

	

of total

10' cubic miles

Surface water

Fresh water lakes 30 .0 0 .0090

saline lakes and inland seas 25 .0 0 .0080

in stream channels 0.3 0 .000 1

Subsurface wate r

soil water 16 .0 0 .005

shallow ground water <0 .5 mi 1,000 .0 0 .310

deep ground water >0 .5 mi 1,000 .0 0 .310

Other location

ice caps and glaciers 7,000 .0 2 .150 .

atmosphere 3 .1 0 .00 1

oceans 317,000 .0 -

	

92 .200

326,000 .0 100 .000



billion acres are suitable for grazing, while 50 percent or 16 billion acre s
are waste land, tundra, desert, forest lands, and mountains . Presently, abou t
4 billion acres are in cultivation or about 1 acre for each person of the pop-
ulation of 4 billion people on the earth .

The amount of water required for growing crops on the irrigate d
land was estimated by assuming that about 100 inches of water would be re-
quired (Table 4) . This amount includes losses from storage, from canals, and
the amount transpired by crops . Thus on a worldwide basis, the total irriga-
tion requirement would be about 1330 cubic miles . This is equivalent to abou t
11 percent of the water available in the unsaturated zone, or about 5 percen t
of the water stored in fresh water lakes .

These percentages appear to be small . But the fresh water lakes d o
not occur where the irrigation water is needed . Most suitable sites for irri-
gation reservoirs have already been dammed . Those remaining are located wher e
the need for water is least . About one-third of the world's runoff passe s
through rivers in South America where only one eighth of the land is located .

Most of the land where crops can be economically grown withou t
supplemental irrigation are now in use as is indicated by Table 5 showing th e
percentage of potentially arable land now being cultivated . Much of th e
world's vacant land is in tropical South America and Africa . The vacancy
there is not without reason . The land in South America has tropical limita-
tions and the land in Africa has desert and tropical limitations .

While large areas of vacant tropical lands are well watered, muc h
of it is not . If it is assumed that an additional 3 billion acres could b e
brought into production, provided a water requirement of 100 inches could b e
satisfied by irrigation, the total irrigation requirement would be 15,00 0
cubic miles . This quantity corresponds to about half of all the water cur-
rently stored in fresh water lakes . These numbers indicate that water shortage
could indeed become a problem for expansion of agricultural production in th e
future .

WATER NEEDS AND ENERGY AVAILABILIT Y

While agriculture in high rainfall areas has its hazards, it doe s
have the advantage that the large quantities of water that are required ar e

transported by forces of nature . A severe disadvantage of irrigated agricul-
ture is its large energy requirement . The food energy yield from corn grai n
resulting from the input of cultural energy is substantially smaller unde r
irrigated conditions than under non-irrigated conditions (Table 6) .

During the period of the early 1900's to the present time th e
energy input for corn production increased greatly but the energy yield in -
creased in about the same ratio so that the energy efficiency of corn produc-
tion under rain-fed agricultural conditions remained about the same . However ,
under irrigated conditions indicated for the 1972 crop in California, th e
energy input was more than twice as great as shown for the 1969 Illinois cro p
with the energy yield only increased slightly .
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Table 4 . Estimate of water needs for irrigated land currently in
use .

in cultivation	 4 .0 x 109 acres

irrigated	 14 percent

irrigated land area	 0 .56 x 10 9 acres

irrigation requirement	 100 inches / yea r

total requirement for irrigation 	 1 .33 x 103 cubic mile s

total requirement for all cultivated land	 9 .50 x103 cubic mile s

Table 5 . Percentage of potentially available land now cultivate d

Continent

	

Percent

	

Acres pe r
cultivated

	

person

Asia

	

83 %

Europe

	

88

South America

	

1 1

Africa

	

22

North America

	

5 1

USSR

	

64

Australia

	

2

0 . 7

0 . 9

1 . 0

1 . 3

2 . 3

2 . 4

2 . 9
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Table 6 . Response of food energy yield from corn grain to increasin g
inputs of cultural energy

Cultural
system

Energy
input

Energy
yield

Ratio

103 Mcal/acre/y r

Rainfed agriculture

Ghana,

	

1947 0 .09 1 .8 21 . 0

Iowa,

	

1915 1 .6 7 .6 4 . 8

Indiana, 1938 2 .8 13 .5 4 . 9

Illinois,

	

196 9

Irrigated agriculture

5 .2 22 .7 4 . 4

California,

	

1972 12 .3 27 .1 2 .2

9 2



The ratio of energy yield to energy input decreased to about 2 .2 .
The expansion of irrigated agriculture is feasible on a small scale but ap-
pears questionable on a large scale because of the high energy requirement .

FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

Information was assembled to demonstrate the ecological importanc e
of water . Plants require large quantities of water during the process of
growing from seedling to maturity . The necessary amount of water is deter -
mined by climatic conditions . It becomes larger as the evaporative deman d
increases . Production rate or economic yield is decreased by even a small o r
temporary shortage of water . Most of the regions of the world which allo w
production without irrigation are currently in use .

Many of the problems associated with water excess have been deal t
with by building water control structures . Bringing new land into cultivatio n
on a large scale faces problems of water availability and problems of th e
energy cost . It is possible that water availability will limit food produc-
tion in the future . The occurrence of this condition is however not certain .
It is possible that future developments may change constraints as they wer e
outlined .

The development of plants with high production rates that requir e
little or no water does not appear likely . The complex role played by th e
transpiration process in plant growth is not likely to be replaced by on e
which requires less water . But as a first step, mankind may learn to use th e
food energy available in a more efficient manner . Much of the crop energy
available now is discharged as waste . Recycling systems including the use o f
textured vegetable proteins can be visualized .

The production of fresh water for irrigation by desalinization doe s
not appear to be an economically feasible process in the near future . However ,
the development of efficient methods of capturing solar energy may well pu t
desalinization for agricultural purposes within the realm of possibilities .
Just recently the availability of efficient pumps powered by solar energy wa s
announced . There is no doubt that devices will be developed which will make
seawater accessible for agricultural purposes .
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